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How to Write Books That Influence People:  
On Developing Authority as a Writer 

 

By Malinda Lo 

 

 
 
WHAT IS AUTHORITY? 

 

As a reader, when an author writes with authority, I’m willing to follow them down the 

rabbit hole of the story they’re telling, rather than be sidetracked by my expectations. 

 

As an author, I want to write with authority so that my readers will allow me to lead 

them into the story I’m telling.  

 

Authority is the power to influence others. The author’s goal is to influence the reader 

to experience a story the way the author intended. In order to succeed at influencing the 

reader, the author needs to develop their authority. 

 

 
 

HOW TO DEVELOP AUTHORITY 

 

● Understand your vision for your book. 

 

● Vision is about the way you want readers to feel when they read your book. 

 

● Your vision will also guide you in choosing the right words for your story. 

 

● Authority is achieved by using only the right words. 

 

● You find those words through revision. 

 
 
A 25-MINUTE EXERCISE IN DEVELOPING AUTHORITY THROUGH REVISION 

 

1. Take 5 minutes to choose an image to write about. Suggestion: Go to Google 

Image search to search for “fantasy worlds” or “high school.” 

2. Set a timer for 10 minutes. Freewrite a scene taking place in that image. 

3. Set a timer for 5 minutes. Edit the scene you’ve written down to one paragraph 

(five to seven sentences long). 

4. Set a timer for 1 minute. Edit the paragraph down to one sentence. 

5. Take a few minutes to compare that sentence to your previous drafts. What have 

you kept from the beginning? What have you removed? How has that sentence 

become more authoritative than the first draft?  
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HOW TO CRAFT YOUR PICTURE BOOK MANUSCRIPT INTO A READ-ALOUD 
MASTERPIECE 
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Allyn Johnston 

 
* 

Besides reading as many picture books ALOUD (to yourself and others) as you possibly can, here 
are some essential resources for all of us who aspire to make lasting and unforgettable ones: 
 
Reading Magic: Why Reading Aloud to Our Children Will Change Their Lives Forever by Mem Fox 
Dear Genius: The Letters of Ursula Nordstrom, collected and edited by Leonard S. Marcus 
Picture This: How Pictures Work by Molly Bang 
The Scraps Book: Notes from a Colorful Life by Lois Ehlert 
And, last but ABSOLUTELY not least: 
Mr. Putter & Tabby Write the Book by Cynthia Rylant, illustrated by Arthur Howard 

 
* 

And everyone is encouraged to send me a picture book submission—just be succinct and not 
weird in your cover letter. If you’re sending a dummy, make it a simple pdf email attachment of 
a reasonable size. I will respond personally to all (unless you are weird and not succinct in your 
cover letter). If you choose mailing instead of email, you MUST include an SASE if you would like 
a response. 
 

allyn.johnston@simonandschuster.com 
Allyn Johnston, VP & Publisher 

Beach Lane Books 
5666 La Jolla Blvd, #154 

La Jolla, CA 92037 
 

 
 
 
  

mailto:allyn.johnston@simonandschuster.com
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 HOW TO THRILL READERS 
 

Torrey Maldonado, author of What Lane?, Tight, and Secret Saturdays. 
torreymaldonado.com Connect at @torreymaldonado on Instagram & Twitter. 

 
 

“I was riveted by Bryan’s journey. Loved 
this book.”  

 
— Jacqueline Woodson, National 

Book Award–winning author 
of Brown Girl Dreaming, speaking 
about Tight. 

“What really struck me about What 
Lane? was the fact that this is not your 
usual tome of a book. It’s quick and thin 
and there’s not a drop of excess 
anywhere inside.” 
 

— Betsy Bird, SLJ, Fuse 8 & former 

Materials Specialist for New York 
Public Library. 

 
 

A GOAL TO HELP ME WRITE PAGE-THRILLERS AND NOT PAGE-FILLERS: 
Hi, it’s Torrey and there’s something to know about me. I hated school as a boy. I 
hated books. A few thrilling books, authors, and teachers changed that. Hating school 
and books taught me the same thing that teaching middle school for over twenty 
years has taught me—aim to be thrilling from the start and take hearts and minds on 
an emotional rollercoaster that readers won’t want to end. 
 

WHAT’S THRILLING? 
I know how it feels to read a boring book. I know how it feels to have boring scenes 
read to me. You do too. It’s why I ask this question when I talk at schools about my 
books. The question: What scene do you want me to read? Nearly every hand goes up 
and there are so many favorites and I’ve picked two to share with you. I also explain 
why readers find them thrilling to offer you tricks and tips. 
 

MY PROCESS (some of it): 

GUIDING QUESTIONS: The best cooks ask questions to craft the perfect plate. “Is 
this yummy? What will make it better?” Writing is similar to cooking and I’ve 
made a checklist of questions hoping readers devour my writing and want 
seconds, thirds, and . . . Below are some. 
 

SOME QUESTIONS TO KEEP THRILLING READERS: 
● Is it fun? How can it be funnier? 
● Is it fast? Adrenaline-pumping? How can it feel faster? More thrilling? 
● Will a reader want to skip this part? How can I tweak it so readers NOT 

ONLY won’t skip this part but will tell another, “Read this!”? 
● What about this part will readers WANT to read? 

 

http://torreymaldonado.com/
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A FAN-FAVORITE, THRILLING SCENE FROM TWO OF MY BOOKS & TRICKS & TIPS 

THAT FUELED THEIR CREATION 

 
Book, Excerpt 

 
Why readers find them thrilling: 

Tight, pages 87 – 89. DOPAMINE levels. The train surfing scene aims 
to increase dopamine levels in readers and 
thrill them onto the edge of their seats. HOW? 
 

❖ The train surfing scene builds suspense. 
 

❖ The train surfing scene takes a known part 
of our world and explores the unknown 
part of it. 

 

❖ The train surfing scene baits the reader to 
expect and hope and keeps the reader 
waiting to see if their expectation is met.  

 

❖ The train surfing scene ends in a 
cliffhanger.  

What Lane? pages 68 – 69  ENDORPHIN levels. This Halloween scene aims 
to increase endorphin levels in readers and 
thrill them with laughter and smiles. HOW? 
 

❖ This Halloween scene gives characters a 
comical, near impossible task. 

 

❖ This Halloween scene shows characters not 
resisting their clumsiness or silliness and 
each laughs along with the joker. 

 

❖ This Halloween scene is funny in two 
directions—characters laugh at funny 
things and at funny people and, on the 
other hand, they laugh at themselves.  
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How to Create Board Books 
aka 

BOARD BOOKS WILL SAVE THE WORLD! 
 
Presenter: Cecily Kaiser of RISE x Penguin Workshop 
Bits to remember: 
 

▪ If every kid has access to a book that empowers them – makes them feel smart, or safe, or important, or 
loved – they grow up a little stronger, a little surer. 
 

▪ Here we sit, in these positions of power – to literally change the way a young child feels about them self, 
and about others. 

 
▪ Board books are the same as novels and any other book in that they must awaken something in their 

reader. They must offer something with which the reader connects and learns and grows and becomes 
new.  
 

▪ Consumers are hungry for board books. Publishers are investing in board books. Writers and artists – well 
you’re here, right? Everything is aligned, except for one thing: industry recognition. But it’s only a matter 
of time… and a matter of continuing to create board books worthy of such recognition 
 

▪ Every board book deserves a strong writer who knows what they know (and what they don’t know), and 
chooses to write what they know. We use the term “expert” about our authors on RISE – with knowledge 
either lived or learned. This goes beyond what was once referred to as “#ownvoices” – this is about 
tackling a board book the way you would a young adult novel: considering what authority you, as the 
author or artist, bring to this conversation.  
 

▪ When you have fewer words (or even one word) per page, each word carries an immense of amount of 
weight. But if it’s not right, it’s VERY obvious. There’s nowhere to hide in a board book. 

 
What was that quote again? 
 

I would have written a shorter letter, but I did not have the time. 
-Blaise Pascal 

 
A Selection of Wonderful Board Books: 
 

I AM! AFFIRMATIONS FOR RESILIENCE 
FAMILIES CAN 
PANTONE: COLORS 
NOW I AM BIG 
I CAN DO IT MYSELF 
I KNOW A LOT 
I AM SO BRAVE    
THIS IS NOT A BOOK 
WHAT DOES BABY WANT 
COOK IN A BOOK: PANCAKES 
COOK IN A BOOK: PIZZA 
COOK IN A BOOK: TACOS 
COOK IN A BOOK: COOKIES 
OUR SKIN: A FIRST CONVERSATION ABOUT RACE 

             BEING YOU: A FIRST CONVERSATION ABOUT GENDER   

  

https://www.penguin.com/publishers/rise-x-penguin-workshop/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/636329/i-am-affirmations-for-resilience-by-bela-barbosa-illustrated-by-edel-rodriguez/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/search/families-can?q=families%2520can
https://www.abramsbooks.com/product/pantone-colors_9781419701801/
https://www.abramsbooks.com/product/now-i-am-big_9781419704161/
https://www.abramsbooks.com/product/i-can-do-it-myself_9781419704000/
https://www.abramsbooks.com/product/i-know-a-lot_9781419709388/
https://www.abramsbooks.com/product/i-am-so-brave_9781419709371/
https://www.phaidon.com/store/childrens-books/this-is-not-a-book-9780714871127/
https://www.phaidon.com/store/childrens-books/what-does-baby-want-9780714874074/
https://www.phaidon.com/store/childrens-books/pancakes-9780714872834/
https://www.phaidon.com/store/childrens-books/pizza-9780714874098/
https://www.phaidon.com/store/childrens-books/tacos-9780714875057/
https://www.phaidon.com/store/childrens-books/cookies-9780714877730/
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/667991/our-skin-a-first-conversation-about-race-by-megan-madison-and-jessica-ralli-illustrated-by-isabel-roxas/9780593382639
https://www.penguinrandomhouse.com/books/667992/being-you-a-first-conversation-about-gender-by-megan-madison-and-jessica-ralli-illustrated-by-anneandy-passchier/9780593383438/
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SCBWI LA 
July 2021 
How to Get to the Emotional Heart of Your Story w/ Leah Henderson 
______________________________________________________________________________  

• Give the reader tools to have their own emotional experience. Let them dig into their own 
emotional well along with your characters.  

Exercise One: Put It in the Now  

1. What is happening in my character’s body right now?  
2. What are they hearing, thinking, seeing, tasting, or touching right now?  
3. What does this moment mean to my character right now?  
4. What is at stake for my character right now?  
5. What do they notice that others may not notice right now?  

Exercise Two: Tapping into the Personal  

1. Think of a moment in your own life where you felt a strong emotional response. Were you 
lost?  

Did break your leg? 
Get laughed at? 
Fall in strong like or love  

2. Make a list of some of the things you were thinking and feeling in that moment. Relive it. 
How was your breathing? Your pulse?  

Was your mouth dry? Did tears flow or trickle? 
What was the strangest thought you had? 
What did you do instantly? 
What was something you saw or noticed in those initial seconds that most would not?  

3. Now think of your character and a scene in your work. Can they borrow from your 
experience?  

What might be said? 
How might their body react?  

4. Keep the reader alert or guessing. 
Can a surprise emotion be added?  

Can you build emotion one way, only to focus in another unexpected way that still makes 
sense for your character?  

5. Adjust the volume accordingly. 
Depending on what is warranted for a scene, you can ratchet up or scale back on the 
emotional beats to authentically serve your character’s situation.  

How to Get to the Emotional Heart of Story w/ Leah Henderson  
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| 2  

Exercise Three: Character Past—Use of Flashback  

1. Is there something in your character’s past that enhances the present?  
2. Is there something your character wishes to hide?  
3. Something they are ashamed or embarrassed to admit?  
4. What are some underlying issues that may color the emotional event?  
5. Are there emotional triggers from past experiences?  

Exercise Four: Multi-layered Emotion  

1. Take a scene from your work in progress. 
Especially a scene you feel falls short in anyway.  

2. Writeabouttheemotionsyourprimarycharactermayfeelorexpress(rightnow). Begin with surface 
emotions (i.e. sweaty palms, elevated heart rate), then push them further. Go deeper.  

3. Explore the unexpected. 
What are some uncommon emotions that might be stirred (right now)?  

4. Seek out opposites. 
What emotions contradict your character’s primary and secondary emotions? 
If your character were a better human or a true villain what would they think or feel (right 
now)? Why does or doesn’t your character feel this way?  

5. Find surprises. 
Start with these emotions and write a paragraph or two where these emotions take the lead, 
layering in some of the surface emotions and secondary thoughts.  

Wishing you all the best on your writing journey!  

 

www.leahhendersonbooks.com  
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“a child, chased by a woman, running out into the rain” 
Minor Characters and Their Roles – Gary D. Schmidt 

 
 “[Minor characters] are the subtext, illustrations of whatever it is you’re trying to convey. . . . 
The minor characters have a certain freedom which the major ones don’t.  The can make comments, 
they can move, yet they haven’t got the same weight, or intensity. . . . They are more a part of the 
décor—a kind of Greek chorus.  They carry the tension in a much more explicit way than the 
majors.” 

--James Baldwin, “The Art of Fiction”   
Paris Review 78 (1984) 

 
 “Minor characters are extraordinarily important.  Goofs, worms, and slugs are vividly 
remembered.  Creeps, twerps, and bruisers are filled with life.  Neurasthenics and parvenus enrich 
the texture of narratives and become memorable figures in their own right.  Since they tend to 
appear briefly, they must be established strongly and clearly, and they must be invested with traits 
that are both distinctive and recognizable.”    --Jerome Stern, Making Shapely Fiction 
 
 “The power of minor characters, then, lies at least partly in their limitations—they offer 
protagonists nothing concrete, only guesses, intimations.  They may reframe a central character’s 
conflict, but in the end they hand it back to him to deal with himself.” 

-Scott Nadelson, “The Quiet Power of Minor  
Characters,” Writer’s Chronicle 43.3  

 (December, 2010):  22-27. 
 
1. A minor character can act simply as a part of the scenery, the world that is being evoked,  
  perhaps playing only a slight role in initiating a protagonist into a world.   
  [Freddy in Robert McCloskey’s Homer Price and Centerburg Tales; Pap and Ma in  
  Christopher Paul Curtis’ The Journey of Little Charlie; Suesetta in Ilyasah Shabazz’s Betty  
  Before X; the demoness in Laurence Yep’s Dragonwings] 
 
2. A minor character—still part of the scenery—may reflect something of the meanings and  
  experiences that the protagonist is undergoing.  This reflection may be straight, or it  
  may be ironically skewed.  Nonetheless, the protagonist recognizes something about  
  her own situation through the reflection. 
  [Bertha Mason in Jane Eyre; the defense attorney in Walter Dean Myers’ Monster; Papa  
  and Mama in Sandra Cisneros’ The House on Mango Street] 
 
3. A minor character may re-enact—perhaps on another level of seriousness—the conflict(s)  
  that the protagonist is undergoing.  This may or may not be sensed by the  
  protagonist, but it should be sensed by the reader. 
  [Janice Avery in Katherine Paterson’s Bridge to Terabithia; the grieving mother who  
   has lost her son in Jason Reynold’s Long Way Down] 
 
4. A minor character may re-enact—again, perhaps on another level of seriousness—the  
  conflict(s) of the protagonist, but by the end of the work, the protagonist clearly  
  senses their connection and the meaning of that re-enactment for his own story. 
  [Mr. Collum in The Extraordinary Education of Nicholas Benedict; Trey in Nikki Grimes’  
  A Girl Called Mister] 
 
5. A minor character may represent an alternative path to the protagonist, a path that may be 
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  positive or negative. 
  [Jonas’ parents in Lois Lowry’s The Giver; Aaron—Newcharlie’s friend—in Jacqueline  
   Woodson’s Miracle’s Boys; Mr. Logan in Mildred Taylor’s Song of the Trees; J.L.  
   in Angela Johnson’s The First Part Last; Father in Francisco Jiménez’s Reaching  
   Out; Cheikh in Leah Henderson’s One Shadow on the Wall]  
 
6. A minor character may act as a catalyst through unconsciously sparking initiative in the  
  protagonist. 
  [Andy’s Grandfather in James Daugherty’s Andy and the Lion;  Mrs. Tifton in Jeanne  
   Birdsall’s The Penderwicks;  Baba Haji in Daniel Nayeri’s Everything Sad is  
   Untrue; Kii Yázhí’s Uncle in Joseph Bruchac’s Code Talker; Mr. Ward in Nikki  
   Grimes’ Between the Lines] 
  
7. A minor character may act as a catalyst by actively performing in the story, thus leading to  
  activation on the part of the protagonist.    
  [Despereaux’s Father in Kate DiCamillo”s A Tale of Despereaux; Mrs. Who, Mrs.  
   Whatsit, and Mrs. Which in Madeleine L’Engle’s A Wrinkle in Time; the  
   protagonists’ father in Kwame Alexander’s The Crossover; the farmer in the  
   opening of Linda Sue Park’s A Single Shard] 
 
8. A minor character may expose a protagonist’s vulnerability, or reflect the protagonist’s  
  growth and power. 
  [Conor’s Grandma in A Monster Calls; Jasmine in Francis X. Stork’s Marcello in the Real 
   World; Zed in Jack Cheng’s See You in the Cosmos; Papa in Pam Muñoz Ryan’s  
   Esperanza Rising] 
 
9. A minor character may complicate action through entering into the protagonist’s central  
  conflicts.   
  [Sami’s half-brother in Allan Stratton’s Borderline; Coach Mike Phelps in Gene Luen  
   Yang’s Dragon Hoops] 
 
10. A minor character may complicate action through entering into the telling of the story. 
  [Nelly Dean in Wuthering Heights; Nick in F. Scott Fitzgerald’s The Great Gatsby] 
 
11. A minor character may enact a story whose significance neither reader nor protagonist  
  understands until the end, and that dawn of understanding suggests the protagonist’s  
  growth. 
  [Call in Katherine Paterson’s Jacob Have I Loved; Chief Chihuahua in Joseph Bruchac’s 
   Geronimo] 
 
12. A minor character may carry intimations of the work’s larger thematic meanings. 
  [Jeremy Simms in Mildred Taylor’s Roll of Thunder, Hear My Cry; Lady Dedlock in  
   Charles Dickens’ Bleak House] 
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How to Write Unputdownable Nonfiction 

by Identifying What’s at Stake 
 
Christina Soontornvat for SCBWI Conference 2021 
 
 
Remember:  

● When stakes rise, tension increases.  
● High personal stakes increase an emotional attachment to the story.  
● In fiction writing, authors create stakes for their characters.  
● In nonfiction writing, authors identify and emphasize what is at stake for their subject 

 

Questions to ask as you write:  
What does the subject stand to gain? What do they want in the depths of their heart?  
What does the subject stand to lose? What is at risk if they fail?  
How does the outcome affect other people/animals/society/the world? 

 

Stakes can be:  
Personal:  

● She promised her father she wouldn’t let him down.  
● Everyone told him he was too small to play basketball.  
● The team had worked on this design for years.  
● If he failed, he would lose his life savings and become penniless.  
● If she can’t make a kill, her pups will starve. 

 

External  
● No one knew where sperm whales went when they dived.  
● Until that moment, most people thought of classical music as European music.  
● If no one stood up to the chemical company, other rivers could become polluted too.  
● If she won this case, every state would have to recognize immigrant rights. 

 

Note:  
● Aside from memoir, in nonfiction, you will almost surely have both personal and 

external stakes 

● Readers usually feel a stronger connection to personal stakes (emotional) than 

external ones (abstract) 
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How to Locate Your Voice in Picture Making 
Cozbi A. Cabrera 

 
First principle: 
There is no other you. 
 
Second principle: 
Be you. 
Nature and Nurture.  
 
Pouring In: 

1. You are what you eat (visually speaking).  Surround yourself with 
what you love.  Be unabashed about it.  This includes the people, 
the things, the bits of expression in books, art, stories, film, music. 
Pay attention. 

 
2. You are what you digest. Keep a sketch book. Really. 

a. To stay in flow 
b. To play, tease out and experiment without consequence 
c. To record what inspires you. 
d. To get into the weeds of mark making. 
e. To “own” it.  You don’t own what you haven’t processed. 

 
3. Respect your process and your practice. 
     Is the purpose of a walk only to get somewhere? 

 
4. Grow your voice: Farming vs. Mining 

 
5. Ask: What moves, touches, stirs and causes you to feel? 

 
Pouring Out: 
Project Process: Some reminders for going into the belly of the beast – 
that dark and lonely place when you are creating. 
Turn off the external sounds (other people’s opinions or what you 
perceive will be their opinion) and judgements.  In process, where you 
are is not where you’ll land.  Iterations are you’re best friends. 
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1. Do your research. Don’t rely on the author’s research. No one else 

can fully locate what matters to you. (Note for biography: Make 
sure you can locate the subject’s voice, not just the story teller’s) 
 

2. Handle in chunks.  You can eat an entire elephant one bite at a 
time over time. 
 

3. Treat nothing as precious. Slay your darlings. Iterate. 
 

4. If it’s hard, do it hard, then let go.  The principle of project 
immersion and flashes of insight ala Thomas Edison, Yates, 
George Washington Carver, Elon Musk. 

 
Your Voice in Mark Making 

1. You have at your disposal any naturally occurring visual element 
such as line, color, composition, texture, light and shadow, 
repetition/pattern, value, form and scale. 

2. For all sorts of mark making Value is king. 
3. Explore differences. The principle of This to That. 
4. Start off with play especially when the stakes are high.  
5. Find the heart. 
6. Hang out in the skinny branches. Risk is necessary. 
7. For book making, turn off the soundtrack (the manuscript) and 

turn the pages. The silent movie. 
 
Your Voice’s Last Duel/The Gun Fight: Commercial vs. Personal and 
some thoughts about style. 
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How to Write a Memoir One Page at a Time  
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By Daniel Nayeri  

SCBWI LA, July 2021 

  

 

Objective: To write a series of memories that create some sort of theme or shape to the story of 

your life.  

 
PREPARING TO WRITE 

Describe a random interesting moment from your life in one sentence:  

Let me tell you about that one time… 

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

 
Okay, let’s get some basic details. 

What happened in 3 basic beats? 

______________________________________________________________________________

______________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

 

Let’s add some basic details: 

Who was there? _____________________________________________________. 

Where did it happen? _____________________________________________________. 

When was it? Time of day? Year? ________________________________________________. 

Why is this moment interesting? How does it explain your life? ________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

 

 

How would this story be told from the POV of the other players? Do you need to address those 

perspectives? Who has the most interesting angle on this?  ________________________ 

_____________________________________________________________________________. 

 

 

BEGIN WRITING 

Bring all the elements above together in a paragraph.  

 

Rewrite the paragraph, cutting any over-explanation of the theme, and editing for style.  

 

Is there another moment that connects to this one? Ideally, it’s a direction we don’t expect, a 

different angle on our theme, rather than a repetition of the same point. 

 

 

CONNECT TO A NEW MEMORY 

Repeat these steps and finding the connective tissue in the disparate events you want to uncover.  
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Matthew Cordell 

How to Draw with Line and Keep it Loose 
 

I have a lifelong love of art. It’s endlessly inspiring to see and learn from the many different 

ways artists choose to express themselves. But the art that moves me the most, tends to be 

scribbly, scratchy, scrawly, and loose. Art that is not randomly loose and free, but with absolute 

and obvious intent and control. And this is the kind of art I want to make. 

 

It’s a strange place to reside, as an artist. To want to make art that is both spontaneous and 

deliberate. It’s the kind of drawing where one might assume at first glance, “that looks easy and 

quick.” But in reality, it’s deceptively difficult to achieve, surprisingly frustrating, and it takes 

time and practice to do it well. 

 

In addition to this loose/uptight approach, I’m pretty set in my ways of working exclusively 

with traditional materials in my illustrations. Pen and ink drawing with watercolor painting on 

paper. These are my tools of choice for now and probably… forever! 

 

Join me for a fast and furious 30 minute show-and-tell, where I will share my favorite pens, 

inks, and papers that I’ve honed in on over the years, via many moments of trial and error. 

Finding the right pen and paper combination has been a critical discovery for me, in making 

just the right marks. I will also share a drawing exercise that has helped me to warm up, let go, 

and loosen up at the drawing table. 

 

At the end of this half-hour session, you’ll know much of what it’s taken me years to puzzle out! 
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1. The Character 

 

● Clear Personality 

● An imperfect Character 

● Facial Expressions/body/ 

unique trait 

 

(Make this blob a  

character!)  🡪 

 
 

 
2.  Visual Narrative 

 

● Words tell one story while the visuals tell another 

● Reader is in on the joke 

● Unexpected surprise 

 

 

 

3. The Visual Details 
 

● Idiosyncratic  

● Silly or random 

● Secondary storyline 
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To Do 

 
1. Notice what makes you laugh when you’re writing or drawing or reading 

other picture books.                                                         (Doodle something!  ) 
 
2. Practice: Humor is like any other skill, it takes practice and time to cultivate. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
HOW TO DRAW (IF YOU’RE MORE OF A WRITER) AND WRITE (IF YOU’RE 

MORE OF A DRAW-ER) 
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ERICA S. PERL      ZARA GONZÁLEZ HOANG 
WRITER & SOMETIMES DRAW-ER    DRAW-ER & SOMETIMES WRITER 
ERICAPERL.COM      ZARALIKESTODRAW.COM 
IG: @ERICAPERL & @ESPSCRAWL     IG: @ZARPREY 
TW: @ERICAPERL       TW: @ZARPREY 
 

 
 

FAVORITE BOOKS FOR MAKING WORDS & PICTURES 

- Syllabus by Lynda Barry 

- Making Comics by Lynda Barry 

- Understanding Comics by Scott McCloud 

- Picture This: How Pictures Work by Molly Bang 

- On Writing by Stephen King 

- The Creative Habit by Twyla Tharp 

- Learning by Heart: Teachings to Free the Creative Spirit by Corita Kent & Jan Steward 

- Big Magic by Elizabeth Gilbert 

- A Poetry Handbook by Mary Oliver 

- Writing Magic by Gail Carson Levine  
(geared towards kids, but perfect for fledgling  
writers of all ages) 

- Bird by Bird by Anne Lamott 

 
 

FAVORITE MATERIALS FOR MAKING 
You don’t NEED any of these, but it can be fun to play around with new materials! The best materials are the 
ones that work best for you (and make you want to use them!). 
 
ERICA: 

- Composition Book 

- Pilot Precise V5, EF 
 
ZARA: 

- Moleskine Artist Notebook 

- Talens Art Creations Sketchbook 

- Sakura Sumo Grip Pencil (so comfy!) 

- Pilot Kakuno, EF Fountain Pen  

- DeAtramentis Document Ink (waterproof) 

- Winsor & Newton Watercolor & Gouache 

- Kuratake Watercolors 

- Faber-Castell Polychromos color pencil 
 
 
 

FAVORITE ONLINE RESOURCES FOR MAKING 

- Linda Sue Park on Writing 

- Daniel José Older’s class on Skillshare 

- Lisa Ko’s plot class on Skillshare 

- Jordan Sondler’s Visual Journaling Skillshare class 

- Mike Lowery’s Sketchbook Skillshare class 

- Lynda Barry’s Two Hour Drawing Workshop 

- Pat Cummings and Shadra Strickland on their creative processes 

http://ericaperl.com/
http://zaralikestodraw.com/
https://www.instagram.com/ericaperl/
https://www.instagram.com/espscrawl/
https://www.instagram.com/zarprey
https://twitter.com/ericaperl
https://twitter.com/zarprey
https://bookshop.org/a/5768/9781770461611
https://bookshop.org/books/making-comics/9781770463691
https://bookshop.org/a/5768/9780060976255
https://bookshop.org/a/5768/9781452151991
https://bookshop.org/a/5768/9781982159375
https://bookshop.org/a/5768/9780743235273
https://bookshop.org/a/5768/9781581156478
https://bookshop.org/a/5768/9781594634727
https://bookshop.org/a/5768/9780156724005
https://bookshop.org/a/5768/9780062367174
https://bookshop.org/books/bird-by-bird-some-instructions-on-writing-and-life/9780385480017
https://www.dickblick.com/products/pacon-composition-books-with-dry-erase-surfaces/
https://www.dickblick.com/items/pilot-precise-v5-pen-extra-fine-05-mm-black/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/moleskine-sketchbooks/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/talens-art-creations-sketchbooks/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/sakura-sumogrip-mechanical-pencils/
https://www.jetpens.com/Pilot-Kakuno-Fountain-Pen-Clear-Extra-Fine-Nib/pd/21932
https://www.jetpens.com/search?q=DeAtramentis+document+ink&v=2
https://www.dickblick.com/products/winsor-newton-professional-watercolor-tubes/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/winsor-newton-designers-gouache/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/kuretake-gansai-tambi-watercolor-paint-pan-sets/
https://www.dickblick.com/products/faber-castell-polychromos-pencils/
https://lindasuepark.com/writing/
https://skl.sh/2UokhoX
https://skl.sh/3gOQ8Xo
https://www.skillshare.com/classes/Visual-Journaling-Drawing-Your-Feelings/250509687
https://www.skillshare.com/classes/Visual-Journaling-Drawing-Your-Feelings/250509687
https://www.skillshare.com/classes/Visual-Journaling-Drawing-Your-Feelings/250509687
https://www.skillshare.com/classes/Always-Drawing-How-to-Start-and-Keep-a-Daily-Sketchbook/1516835205
https://www.openculture.com/2021/03/watch-cartoonist-lynda-barrys-two-hour-drawing-workshop.html
https://www.openculture.com/2021/03/watch-cartoonist-lynda-barrys-two-hour-drawing-workshop.html
https://www.openculture.com/2021/03/watch-cartoonist-lynda-barrys-two-hour-drawing-workshop.html
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=xB6D6SFNbbs
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- Creative Drawing for Beginners on by Puño 

- Drawing for Beginners by Puño 

- Illustration Courses on Domestika 

 

 

GET THE WORKBOOK! 
 Download and print our workbook zine for writing and drawing exercises to get you started! 

  

https://www.domestika.org/en/courses/262-creative-drawing-techniques-for-beginners
https://www.domestika.org/en/courses/138-drawing-for-beginners-level-1
https://www.domestika.org/en/courses/category/11-illustration
http://zaralikestodraw.com/scbwi/howtodrawhowtowrite-ep-zgh-scbwi.pdf
http://zaralikestodraw.com/scbwi/howtodrawhowtowrite-ep-zgh-scbwi.pdf
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HOW TO USE SOCIAL MEDIA 
Aiden Thomas 

 
Why is social media important? 
There’s this old marketing adage that says a person needs to see your product at least 7 times 
before they buy it. Nowadays, that number is more like 14. Social media helps you hit that 
number by getting your book in front of people and entice them to buy it. 
 
What Social Media Platform Should You Use? 
Aside from using the ones you like, it depends on your target audience and what kind of 
content you enjoy creating. 

● Twitter has more “publishing professionals” (like agents, editors, etc.) and authors, with 

a moderate amount of readers.  

● Instagram has less industry folks, lots of authors, and much more readers than Twitter. 

Instagram is focused on images. 

● TikTok has THE most readers of any platform (specifically teens), the number of authors 

is going up but has the least amount of industry folks.  

● Tumblr — Books are still going viral on Tumblr and I’d argue it has the best fandom 

bases than any other social media. They’re constantly producing content, and Tumblr 

lets you do text, videos, pictures, and combinations of all three! 

 
Streamline Everything!!! 
People’s attention spans are short to nonexistent so it’s important to streamline information as 
much as possible. For any platform, your bio/profile should have: 

● Your name  

● Your book(s) (with limited character space, prioritize what’s coming out next) 

● Buy links 

 
Linktree: 
Linktree (https://linktr.ee) is the best way to streamline the process of readers getting to your 
book! It’s a landing page where you can have ALL your author/book information ready for 
readers to explore with just one click. Linktree is also FREE, with a paid option that lets you do 
fancy headers and customizations. 
 
Here’s some important information to include in your Linktree, ordered by importance: 

1. Any sort of giveaways or promotions for your book you’re running  

2. Direct buy links for your book 

3. Goodreads link  

4. Website Link  

5. Social media accounts so people can find you across different platforms 

 
Twitter: 
Having a pinned tweet is absolutely critical for this platform! It should include: 

● Title of your book  
● Elevator pitch 
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● Release Date 

● Preorder campaign link 

● Buy and/or Goodreads link 

● Header image promoting your book 

 

Note: There’s a place on your Twitter profile where you can do a website link, I HIGHLY 
RECOMMEND putting your Linktree there! 
 
Tips for Twitter: 
If you’re going to make a thread about your book with multiple tweets, always frontload with 
the most interesting information in order to hook folks to click through and read the whole 
thing. 
Character count is always the biggest hurdle for this platform. I recommend turning your links 
into shortened links. https://bitly.com/ does this for free! 
 
Instagram: 
Instagram doesn’t have a pinned post feature and very limited space for a bio at only 150 
characters, so you have to be economical about it. Use Linktree! 
 
Tips for Instagram: 
The worst thing about Instagram is that links don’t work in posts, which is why Linktree is so 
handy! You can have links in your stories, but you have to either have over 10k followers and be 
switched to a Professional account or be verified. 
Instagram Lives are great for virtual events! 
 
TikTok: 
Tiktok is another platform with a deplorably small word count for profiles at only 80 characters. 
Again, be economical, get your book title down and then use the website section to house your 
important links with a Linktree. 
 
 
Tips for TikTok: 
Get a professional Public Figure account! It’s free and lets you track analytics and set up a Q&A 
where readers can ask questions and you can create easy content by answering them. 
Make a TikTok pitching your book! Use an elevator pitch, describe the plot AND your 
characters, and include any tropes if you’ve got them (readers LOVE tropes!). 
If you have a preorder campaign, make a TikTok advertising it and showing off all the cool swag 
readers can get if they preorder your book. 
Trends are huge on TikTok so scroll through your For You Page, see what trends/sounds are 
popular and have fun using them to show off your book! 
 

https://bitly.com/
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 How Our Stories Become Blueprints for Our 
Survival with Mahogany L. Browne 
Author of Chlorine Sky 
 
 

Part 1. 
Reflect and respond to the following text: 

 "Shoot, stories can change your whole world" 
 

Part 2. 
Think about the stories you have heard that changed your 

ideas of yourself or what you thought about the world.  
What are the ones that stick out the most? 

 
 

NOW: 
Fold a paper into 2 columns. 

 
Column 1:  

Write at least 5 things that you have thought were true. 
 

Column 2: 
Write at least 5 things that you can see or remember by using your senses. Touch, Taste, 

Smell, Hear, & Sight. 
 

Part 3. 
Take 10 minutes to write a poem using one of the topics from column #1  

Then use the entire list from the column #2 to populate that poem. 
 

 
 
 

Ready to share?! 
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HOW TO WRITE IN RHYME—Ann Whitford Paul 
 

You try to stop, but all the time 
your head spin-spins with lively rhyme-- 

The cat leaned down. The cat fell flat, 
and bumped her head and lost her hat. 

No problem then to write your tale 
in rhyming couplets. You won’t fail. 
But wait!  

Today we’ll take some time 
to learn what makes successful rhyme. 
 

POEM WITH INCONSISTENT RHYME 
You try to stop, but all the time, 
your head spin-spins with lively rhyme— 
 The cat leaned down. The cat fell flat, 
 And bumped her head and lost her bonnet. 
No problem then to write your tale 
in rhyming couplets. You won’t fail. 
But wait! 
 Today we take some time 
to learn to write successful poems. 
 
POEM WITH FORCED RHYME THAT DOESN’T MOVE YOUR STORY FORWARD 
You try to stop, but on you go 
writing rhyme. Come on. You know 
that something’s wrong. You poem is bad, 
but you plod on. It’s way too sad. 
 
POEM WITH CONSISTENT RHYME BUT NO RHYTHM 
You want to stop. You really do, but all of the time, 
no matter how you try, your head is full of fantastic rhyme. 
 The cat leaned lower . . . lower. Oh, oh, she tumbled down flat! 
 She hurt her paw, and bumped her head, and now she can’t find her favorite hat 
That’s why you’re sure you’re meant write your fabulous tale 
in fantastic rhyming couplets. There’s no way you’ll ever fail. 
But wait! Today we have just a mere fifteen minutes of time, 
so pay attention. I have hints for you on how to write salable rhyme. 
 
FOUR BASIC RHYTHMIC FEET 

1. Iambic ./  
I want to write successful rhyme  
with words that march in perfect time.   

2. Anapest ../ 
I am dreaming of writing a book all in rhyme 
here my words will be skipping in bounce-bouncy time. 

3. Trochee /. 
Steady rhythm—satisfying. 
Selling stories—gratifying. 

4. Dactyl /.. 
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Writing irregular rhythm is horrible, 
Writing disorderly rhyme is deplorable 
Don’t make your story completely ignorable. 
 
FIVE KEYS FOR SUCCESSFUL RHYMED PICTURE BOOKS 

1. Strong story that says something 
2. Tight—every word moves your story forward. 
3. Unique language and unpredictable rhyme 
4. Consistent rhyme—no forced rhymes—no rhyming just for the sake of rhyming  
5. Consistent rhythm—consistent metrical feet—vary only when fits the action 

 
REVISING TIPS 

1. Let your computer’s flat voice read your manuscript aloud.  
2. You’re tearing out your hair trying to revise a stanza. Change your approach with different 

rhyme words or different thing to say. 
3. Consider writing your story in poetic prose. 

 
RECENTLY PUBLISHED BOOKS IN RHYME 
AFTER SQUIDNIGHT, Jonathan Fenske (435) 
ALL ARE WELCOME, Alexandra Penfold, Suzanne Kaufman (233) 
BEAR CAN’T WAIT, Karma Wilson and Jane Chapman (349) 
BLACK IS A RAINBOW COLOR, Angela Joy and Ekua Holmes (292) 
BROWN BABY LULLABY, Tameka Fryer Brown and A G Ford (234) 
BUEN SHABAT, SHABBAT SHALOM, Sarah Aroeste and Ayesha L. Rubio (73) 
DREAM ANIMALS: A Bedtime Journey, Emily Winfield Martin (196) 
FIRE! ¡FUEGO! BRAVE BOMEROS, Susan Middleton Elya and Dan Santat (341) 
GATOR, GATOR, GATOR! Daniel Bernstrom and Frann Preston-Gannon (523) 
IF ANIMALS TRIED TO BE KIND, Ann Whitford Paul and David Walker (281) 
THE MOON’S ALMOST HERE, Patricia MacLachlan and Tomie dePaola (163) 
THE NEST THAT WREN BUILT, Randi Sonenshine and Anne Hunter (333) 
SAKAMOTO’S SWIM CLUB: How a Teacher Led an Unlikely Team to Victory, Julie Abery and Chris Sasaki 
(186) 
UNDER MY HIJAB, Hena Khan and Aaliya Jaleel  (374) 
WAKE UP, CITY! Erica Silverman and Laure Fournier (302) 
WHEN THE RAIN COMES, Linda Ashman and Taeeun Yoo (294)  
WHOSE TOES ARE THOSE?, Jabari Asim and LeUyen Pham (109) 
THE WONDERFUL THINGS YOU WILL BE, Emily Winfield Martin (208) 
 
HOW TO WRITE RHYME 
THE NUTS AND BOLTS GUIDE TO WRITING PICTURE BOOKS, Linda Ashman 
POEM MAKING, Myra Cohn Livingston 
RULES FOR THE DANCE, Mary Oliver 
WRITING PICTURE BOOKS: Revised and Expanded, Ann Whitford Paul 
RHYMING PICTURE BOOKS: The Write Way, Lisa Bullard and Laurie Purdie Salas 
 
SIGN UP FOR MY E-MAIL NEWSLETTER                www.annwhitfordpaul.com   

  

http://www.annwhitfordpaul.com/
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NOVELS-IN-VERSE MENTOR TEXTS 
by NIKKI GRIMES 

 

● Chlorine Sky by Mahogany L. Browne 
● Clap When You Land by Elizabeth Acevedo 
● Crossing Stones by Helen Frost 
● Dark Sons by Nikki Grimes 
● Death Coming Up the Hill by Chris Crowe 
● Eddie's War by Carol Fisher Saller 
● Exposed by Kimberly Marcus 
● Garvey's Choice by Nikki Grimes 
● Inside Out and Back Again by Thanahh Lai 
● Other Words for Home by Jasmine Varga 
● Ordinary Hazards by Nikki Grimes 
● Planet Middle School by Nikki Grimes 
● Shout by Laurie Halse Anderson 
● The Golden Gate by Vikram Seth 
● Under the Broken Sky by Mariko Nagai 
● What My Mother Doesn't Know by Sonya Sones 
● Words With Wings by Nikki Grimes 
● Worlds Afire by Paul B. Janeczko 
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“How to Sell a Graphic Novel” by Kait Feldmann, Senior Editor, HarperCollins 
 
Graphic novels are sold on proposal. Here is what your pitch packet should include, in no 
particular order! (Except for the cover page, that should go…. on the cover.) 
 
Cover Page (first page, all on its own) 

● Title 

● Your name 

● Contact info 

 
General information (1 page) 

● Genre 

● Age range 

cheat sheet: 
○ early reader = 4 - 6 year olds 

○ chapter book = 6 - 9 yrs 

○ middle grade = 8 - 12 yrs 

○ YA = 13 & up 

● Target audience: Who is this for fans of? 

● Logline: Your elevator pitch. 1-2 sentences/25-50 words. 

● Comp titles: Comparative/competitive titles, try to list graphic novels from the past 

three years. 

● Summary: Should read like jacket copy. 

● Page count: Should be divisible by 16. If you are unsure about page counts look to your 

mentor texts and comp titles, you can find their page count on teachingbooks.net.  

cheat sheet (this is rough! There are exceptions everywhere!): 
○ chapter books = 96 - 124pgs 

○ MG = 224 - 256pgs 

○ YA = 256 - 368 

● Delivery timeline: If you are the artist, specify whether you will need any of the 

following: an inker, flatter, colorist, bubbler, or letterer. The publisher factors these 

costs into the book, and you want to ask if they are hiring freelancers or if that will be 

coming out of your advance. You also want to share how long it will take you to deliver 

sketches and final art. Overestimate!  

 
Partial script and/or Sample pages (10-15pgs) 

● If you are author-only: sample pages of your script.  

● If you are author-illustrator: sample pages of your sketches, with at least one spread of 

final art.  

● If you are an author already paired with an illustrator, share both script and sketched 

sample pages. 
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Check the website of the agent, editor, publisher, imprint, etc. to see if they have specific 
guidelines on how much to include. Otherwise, do a range of 3-5 chapters.  
 
Synopsis (1-3pgs) 
An extended summary (essentially your outline). You must include all your spoilers here, 
because this takes the place of an agent or editor being able to read the actual book. It can be 
chapter summaries with a few sentences to a few paragraphs, split into Acts, or just bullets. 
Formatting here is up to you! 
 
Character sheet (1-3pgs, tends to be longer if you include art) 
A summary of your main cast, including the protagonist(s) and people with the biggest speaking 
roles (family, friends, enemies, frenemies, friends of enemies, enemies of friends, sea 
anemones — whoever is important to the story!).  

● Include there:  

○ name 

○ pronouns 

○ who they are 

○ physical description, or if you’re the artist draw them! 

 
About the [Author/Author and Illustrator/Author-Illustrator] (1 paragraph) 

● Where you’re based 

● What you do 

● Any relevant publishing things 

● Portrait optional 

● Website (if you have one) 

● Social media (but only if you want us to scroll through all your embarrassing 

posts...because we will) 

 
Optional: 

● Inspiration 

● Setting/worldbuilding overview 

● Or you might think of something not listed here. You can definitely personalize your 

pitch packet, so long as you keep it informative, keep it concise, and keep it fun! Unless 

your story is meant to be depressing. Then don’t make the pitch packet fun. 

 
Good luck! 
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How to Write Successfully for the Young Adult and New Adult Audience Arthur 
A. Levine & Antonio Gonzalez Cerna 

 
 

Part 1. Writing 

A. Don’t try to parse the difference between Age Categories. That comes in Part 2 and Part 
3.  A little.  But do ask some of these questions: 

B. Who are your characters? What is the main concern your main character is working 
through in this particular book? 

C. What is the necessary setting/best setting? Does the setting contribute vitally to the 
book? (Hint: It should.) 

D. What do the characters DO in the book? (Hint: Let them do whatever they have to do in 
order for your main character(s) to engage the central issue in a satisfying way, 
thoroughly.) 

E. Write the d**mn book!  Follow our advice in A through D and don’t let your 
preconceived notion of “category” have any say in the matter. 

 

Part 2. Marketing and selling your book to a PUBLISHER 

Here you will have to make some decisions about the book you’ve just written, and choose a 
publisher who has published similar books well. 
 

A. Stroll or scroll through a bookstore: Which books do you want YOUR book to look like? 
Which books would you like your book to be compared to?  Approach the publishers 
who made those. 

B. See Part 1A: It’s not necessary for you to sell your book to a publisher as part of an age 
group category.  Instead, focus on Part 1B-C.  That’s what makes your book SPECIAL. If 
the publisher is not smart enough to figure out how to best publish your book, don’t go 
to that publisher.  

 
 

Part 3. Marketing & selling your book to places that sell books  

When a marketing director or publicist reads your work, they are hunting for clues to inform 
how to best bring your book to market.  

● What is writing like? Is the author’s voice conversational or poetic? Or is the 

writing intense and rhythmic? 

● What about the structure? Is this verse or prose? Is this told episodically or from 

multiple points of view? 
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● What themes or ideas is the author exploring that are relevant to producers and 

editors in the media? 

● Is the author writing about a community or identity that is under-represented in 

the media? 

● What’s the emotional hook? 

● Are there classroom opportunities via teaching or discussion guides?  

At the same time, they are looking at factors outside of the writing or the work itself.   

● Does the author have an existing platform?  

● Is the author comfortable speaking in front of large groups or at schools?  

● Is the author a teacher or librarian or educator or former bookseller? 

● Is the author comfortable talking openly about their identity or identities? 

● What aspects of an author’s personal story or experience are off-limits? And 

which aspects can be exploited?  

 

Marketing Tips for Authors  

Your Bio x The Algorithm 
In our algorithm-driven world, the author’s bio is increasingly important for marketing.  
 

● Keep your bio up-to-date and make a note to update it at least once a year.  

● Maintain a short bio (under 100 words) on your website and/or social media. 

● Make sure to always send the latest version to your agent, editor, and publicist 

● Your bio should include keywords that are important to you. Do you want to attract 

LGBTQ readers? Do you want to spotlight your book to BIPOC audiences? Are you a 

former teacher or bookseller? Include that! Make sure your bio includes words and 

phrases that the algorithms will recognize.  

● The keywords in your bio will result in a metadata profile that helps position you 

and your work on platforms like Amazon, Google, Apple, and BookShop. 

● The bio that is printed in your book can be more fun and relaxed and editorial— 

especially if you are writing for young people. However, the online bio that is sent 

out through your company’s metadata feed should be more intentional.  

 
Social Media 101 
More than ever, an author’s social media presence is invaluable for all aspects of marketing.  
 

● “We are all one Tweet away from being cancelled.” Before you hit send on any social 

media platform, ask yourself, “what do I want to share with the entire world?” “Can 

anything I’m typing out be taken out of context or used against me?” 

● Social media algorithms favor the most extreme points of view. The more radical a 

post is, the higher it will index via the algorithms.  
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● Remember that most people aren’t as divided or radicalized in real life. 

● BookTwitter is an echo chamber within an echo chamber. 

● You cannot be everywhere at once. Likewise, you don’t have to be on all the 

platforms at once. Find the platform that works best for you and lean into that one.  

● Not everyone needs to be on Social. Many authors remain successful with no social 

platform whatsoever. 
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HOW TO TURN YOUR PICTURE BOOK INTO AN INTERACTIVE STORY BOOK APP 
AND PUBLISH IT ON THE STORES 

 

                            Milena Jahier – developer of Let’s Go Lex! 
  
SOFTWARE FOR BUILDING YOUR APP (YOU DON’T NEED TO LEARN CODE!) 
 
The program you use to build your app is the one you will continue to work with to update your 
app.  Among others, the following software offerS free trials for creating interactive content 
and story apps : 
 
pubcoder.com 
tigercreate.com 
 
Exporting your project as an app allows for multiple languages, exporting as an ebook only one. 
 
 
COSTS AND FREE RESOURCES 
 
App Store requires you to enroll in the Apple Developer Program for $99 USD (in Europe €99 
euro) yearly. Google Play has a one-time registration fee of $25 dollars.    
  
Subscription costs to programs for creating and updating your interactive content vary and can 
have monthly and/or yearly solutions.  If you’re interested in 3D, VR, AR it may cost more.    
 
You can find many sounds in the Garageband and iMovie libraries.  
freesound.org  is a collaborative database of Creative Commons Licensed sounds where you can 
browse, download and share sounds.  When searching for sounds you can filter your search to 
find just the ones that are free for commercial use.  
If you want to make paid apps, sign up for Apples’ and Googles’ small business program for 
commission rates of 15% instead of 30%.  
Apps for kids must comply with certain rules like no third-party advertising, no links to the 
web.    
 
SIZE, COLOR, FONTS 
 
Check on your project size while you work on it. 
Try to keep your build (app file) size to a few hundred MB or less.    
A sRGB (aka sRGB IEC61966-2.1) color profile is the color space used on the internet, for most 
computer monitors and mobile devices.  Use this profile when exporting your images if you 
want your app to appear fairly the same on the different devices. 
Incorporate fonts in your project to be sure text will appear the same on the different devices. 
 
PUBLISHING 
 

http://pubcoder.com/
http://tigercreate.com/
http://freesound.org/
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App store connect (for iOS) and Google Play Console (for Android) is where you will upload, 
test, submit, manage releases and updates to your apps in the Apple App Store and Google Play 
Store.  This is also where you’ll edit all the information that you see on the app stores;  trailers, 
screenshots, descriptions and other promotional material.      
 
If possible test your app on many devices (both iOS, Android).  Upload and test your app on 
both stores (Apple Store and Google Play) inviting users to download, test and provide 
feedback for your app.  This is useful to make any necessary adjustments or bug fixes before 
you publish. 
  
 
PROMOTION  
  
When you’re ready to launch your app spread the word, share it on social media, your website, 
blog, etc… Try to get your app reviewed.  Some app reviewers may choose to review your app 
for free, others will ask for a fee to share it on their social media platforms.   
If you make a paid app you can also launch promotions on the stores or provide your app for 
free for a limited amount of time.   
Both Apple and Google offer ads to promote your app for a fee. In-app purchasing refers to the 
buying of goods and services from inside an application on a mobile device.  You can provide 
your app for free and advertise upgrades to a paid version of your app or to other apps you 
have made.  This can allow you (the developer) to profit despite giving your basic app itself 
away for free. 
  
When you repeat keywords (on your apps page on the app stores) in your app description, 
subtitle, you improve SEO (search engine optimization).  Do not overdo it  (no more than 3/4 
times or it’ll be considered spam). Invite users to rate your app on the stores. 
 
Email me at FreeAppLetsGoLex@gmail.com and write Android or Apple in the subject line, the 
first 20 emails will receive a promo code for a free download of my app.  

mailto:FreeAppLetsGoLex@gmail.com
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How to Strengthen Your Voice 

by Linda Sue Park  

SCBWI International, August 2021 

 

Voice = word choice + rhythm 

 Rhythm = sentence length + punctuation 

 

The three elements of VOICE:  

1)  WORD CHOICE 

2)  SENTENCE LENGTH 

3)  PUNCTUATION 

 

Character work 

Exercise to get to know your character’s voice better: 

--Take a chapter and rewrite it IN DIALOGUE ONLY. 

--Add screenwriting-type stage directions to indicate action only as absolutely  

necessary.  

--Use the three elements to build your character’s voice. 

 

Rule of thumb: Unless they’re telling a story, people speak in phrases and sometimes  

sentences. They do not speak in paragraphs. 

 

Revising for character voice: Consider the character’s EMOTION in the moment. 
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Exercise: Take ONE sentence depicting your character in action and rewrite it several times, 

each time with your character in a different emotional state—again, using the three elements 

of voice. 

 

‘Story ’voice (for third-person narratives): 

‘Embody ’your invisible narrator—as a character in your head. 

Another way to think of it: Who is narrating your audiobook? –a well-known actor in  

one of their famous roles. Edit for the three elements with their voice in mind. 

 

Exercise: Choose two very different embodiments (example: Whoopi Goldberg as  

Guinan and Marlon Brando as The Godfather). Rewrite a short section 2x, once for each 

actor/role, using the three elements of voice to distinguish the two versions. 

 

USEFUL OVERGENERALIZATIONS: 

1) For word choice: 

Consistency in nouns for setting 

Variety in verbs for character 

2) For sentence length: VARY your sentence lengths! 

3) For punctuation: BE AWARE of punctuation—the writer’s most ignored tool 

 

With enough practice, you’ll be able to keep the three elements firmly in mind whether drafting 

or revising. 

 

Word choice. Sentence length. Punctuation! 
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How to Write a Middle Grade First Draft in 90 Days 
RONALD L. SMITH 

 
I’ve written several middle grade books. I like the category and it’s the one I feel most comfortable 
writing. Word count in MG varies wildly—from slim novels like Rebecca Stead’s When You Reach Me and 
David Almond’s Skellig, to behemoths like Octavian Nothing from M.T. Anderson. 
 
Ready? Here we go. 
 
When I start a new MG project, I aim for 30,000 words. That’s not a lot of words, but enough to tell a 
story. This word count always increases in edits. My finished books are usually around 43- to 45K words. 
I have yet to publish a book that reaches 50K. 
 
So, let’s aim for 30K in your first draft. That’s only 10,000 words a month! Some of you can probably do 
that in a few days. But you have a whole month. Yay! Look at it another way: it’s only 333 words a day! 
Surely that is doable? But how, you ask? Here’s how I do it.  
 
Reward yourself for every writing session.  
That’s right. Everyone likes a reward, right? Get yourself a simple calendar with big squares.  Buy some 
multi-colored stickers. Give values to each color: Blue is for 250 words per day. Green is for 500 words.  
And if you’re really on a roll and write 1,000 words . . . you get a GOLD STAR! Everyone wants a star, 
right? 
 
Truth be told, this idea was first shared by the great V.E. Schwab. But what if rewards aren’t enough? 
What if the words just aren’t . . .  coming? OK, hold on. This is where it gets weird.  
 
Sometimes, try as I might, the words just don’t come. Or I get stuck. When that happens, I try to go into 
this kind of fugue state where I type and just let it flow. Don’t correct your typos. There will be plenty.  
 
This is important: DO NOT CORRECT YOUR TYPOS. 
You’ll knoe later what you wetre ytying to say. (See what I did there?) 
 
Let your fingers fly. If the scene is really hard, go ahead and put your thoughts on the page as well. Don’t 
think of that blank page as something sacred of which Only The Finest Words Known To Humankind Can 
Grace. Imagine you're stuck right now. I want you to write what you're actually feeling in the 
manuscript. Right in the Word doc. 
 
EXAMPLE: 

Chapter Three 
Okay I’m stuck. What do I do now? I know Joe has to get from point A to point B. So… 
Joe looked out the window. He saw the tree tops swaying in the breeze. The phone rang and he 
answered it. It was Fred, asking him about the whatever… 
 
The point is to WRITE ANYTHING pertaining to your character or scene. You can and will always go back 
to revise. You're just trying to get something on the page. Anything. Don’t pause. Don’t go back. 
Writearunonsentencewhocares?  
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It’s going to be crap, believe me. But it’s crap that can be—why did I use the word crap for this 
example?—polished later.  I just realized for the first time that this is called Free Writing. I’d heard the 
term before but didn’t know what it was. I’ve been doing this for years and never thought to look up the 
term. Here’s more info on Freewriting: 
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_writing 
 
This exercise also gets you to the next bit. And the bit after that. Pretty soon, you’ll have pages you can 
revise. They might be terrible, but it’s no longer a blank page. You can't revise if there is nothing on the 
page.  
 
So, to recap:  
 
• Shoot for 333 words a day. That’s 10K words a month 
 
• Stickers for word counts 
 
• Oh, you can also get a sticker for going back and revising a scene, figuring out a tricky plot point when 
you’re in the shower, or anything that has to do with making your story better 
 
• Try free writing to fill in those blank spaces where you don’t know what your character is supposed to 
be doing.  
 
And the Number One Rule of Writing a Middle Grade Draft in 90 Days? 

 
 

Butt. 
In. 

Chair!   

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Free_writing
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How to Write a Graphic Novel Script 
Shannon Hale 

 
Graphic novels are a completely unique art form. Unlike prose we don’t have the cushion of 
narration, and unlike movies we don’t have the cushion of sound, music and movement. This is 
a challenging format. Read, read, read lots of graphic novels! And study them! 
 
Audience 
When writing prose, every word you write is intended for the reader. But with a graphic novel 
script, the majority of what you write the reader will never see. We’re not writing a final product, 
we’re building a blueprint. We’re the architect. Think about the artist as you write and what they 
need to know in order to successfully tell the story visually. 
 
Structure 
Familiarize yourself with the 3-act structure of a screenplay. This is a visual medium so your 
reader will expect those emotional beats, so it’s good to know what they’re expecting, even if 
you choose not to follow it. 
 
Outline 
For me, this step is vital. I use the outline stage to create the story and solve the problems. 
Once I’m scripting, I’m thinking visually in panels, so I use the outline stage to feel the narrative 
flow. The outline is only for me, (and I used to loathe outlining) so I try to find ways to make it 
fun. I’ll write dialog, scene description, etc., whenever I have those ideas.  
 
Scripting 
I script in panels, visualizing every one, always asking myself, is it possible to convey this 
idea/action in a single static image? Is the image alone enough? Or do I need dialog and/or 
captions? How many panels per page? In general, one page of script per one page of comic is a 
good guide. It can be shorter, but if it’s longer, you’re probably overwriting. Illustrators are 
brilliant! Give them space to make storytelling decisions without micromanaging. And they are 
far better at determining the best layout of the panels than I am. 
 
Narrative Tools 

• captions: This is your narration if you choose to use it. They can be in 1st or 3rd person, past 
or present, just like any prose. But their purpose is not to describe what happens. That’s the 
job of the visuals. I recommend reading a lot of graphic novels and analyzing caption usage.  

• dialog: my favorite! it’s rare not to have dialog in comics except for very young readers 
• thought bubbles: I only give the POV character thought bubbles and never use them for 

narration or exposition, just immediate thought reactions, or they can feel phony 
• sound effects: zing! Pow! Clack! Shush… 
• action words: you don’t want to create a flip book of images for every action. So when a single 

image isn’t enough to show an action, I sometimes add: shut, push, open, nod, etc. 
• Anything else your story needs! This is a wonderfully flexible medium. 
   
Working with an illustrator 
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Remember: graphic novels are SO MUCH WORK for an illustrator. A great artist can make up 
for a lackluster script, but that’s not fair to them. The script should be in perfect shape before art 
begins. Don’t make them solve our faulty script problems! 
 
Other things to think about 
Lighting, mood, feeling, camera angle, how close we’re zoomed in, page turns, full spreads, 
establishing shots, emotional shots, silence. Always keep in mind, this is a visual medium. We 
aim not to use one word more than is necessary. And have fun! Comics rock! 
 
Example script pages from Diana, Princess of the Amazons by Shannon & Dean Hale 
 
Page 2 
 
panel 1 
[Diana, age 11, tall for her age and skinny, all elbows and knees and large feet, as if she is 
growing too fast for her body to keep up. She has black hair and olive skin, and clearly spends a 
lot of time in the sun. She wears a casual toga dress that goes to her knees, no tiara. She runs 
down a mountain path toward a cliff] 
 
CAPTION: Over three thousand years ago, the gods placed the Amazons on the Paradise 
Islands and hid them from the rest of the world. 
 
panel 2 
[Diana jumps off the cliff into the sea, cannonball-style—contrast to the movie's adult Diana and 
her graceful dive into the sea. This is definitely a lively little girl, not mature Wonder Woman.] 
 
CAPTION: But there's plenty to do here for kids like me. 
 
panel 3 
[She swims under the clear turquoise water with a playful dolphin and her calf] 
 
panel 4  
[Still wet from her swim, in a beautiful meadow, she races alongside a cheetah, grinning. Both 
girl and cheetah look forward. The cheetah is slightly ahead] 
 
Page 3 
 
panel 1 
[Diana climbs a tall tree, passing a nest of baby birds, the mother feeding them] 
 
CAPTION: It's spring, and everywhere I look, mother animals are caring for their young. 
 
panel 2 
[on a higher branch, a mother bird is nudging a more mature baby bird with her beak to take 
flight off a branch. The baby bird is flapping wings and protesting] 
 
BABY BIRD: Squeak! 
CAPTION: But by the time they start growing up, it all changes. 
 
panel 3 
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[Diana walks along a dirt path, dragging a long, wheat-like weed behind her, a couple of wild 
flowers placed haphazardly in her now-dry hair. She's thoughtful. Ahead we start to see 
buildings and a couple of Amazons walking, speaking to each other. General note: Amazons all 
appear to be in their 20s-40s and are a diverse group racially and of body type. All are strong 
and trained as warriors, but not all are primarily warriors.] 
 
CAPTION: Yep, plenty to do. For kids.  
CAPTION: If there were any other kids. Besides me. 
 
panel 4 
[Diana is near the palace now and she is running toward a door, the flowers flying out of her 
hair. Guarding the doorway into the palace is a dark-skinned, black-haired Amazon guard with a 
spear. The guard doesn't look at her, always alert.] 
 
AMAZON GUARD: Hello princess. 
DIANA: Hi Auntie Dessa. 
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Nadia Salomon 
Author, #PitMad Success 2018 
 
www.nadiasalomon.com 
 
IG: @NadiaSalomon.Author 
Twitter: @Nadia_Salomon 

 
 
What is Twitter Pitching? (You will need to register for a Twitter account to participate) 

• An online event held within a 12-hr period from 8a-8p EST. 
• Agents and Editors are invited to view story pitches from authors, author-illustrators, 

and illustrators to fulfill their Wishlist or the unexpected 
• You will be pitching your unpublished manuscript like you’re cold querying, but on a live, 

visible platform  
• If your pitch receives a ‘FAV’, research the requesting agent or editor 
• Submit a completed, polished manuscript (Optional) 
• May lead to an R&R (Revise and Resubmit), Request for mor samples of your work, 

possible offer of representation from an agent or offer of publication from an editor 
 
LEGITIMACY - More and more agents are finding clients this way and editors are finding future 
books for their lists. 
 
WHERE'S THE PARTY? (Places to pitch) 

● #PitMad, #PBPitch, #APIPit (New), #DVPit, etc. 
● Great websites with Twitter Pitch Calendars (Where and When to pitch) 

https://writingcommunity.ca/, Run by Jes Trudel 
https://www.emmalombardauthor.com/post/twitter-pitch-party-calendar-for-2021 

 
HOW TO FORMULATE A WINNING PITCH – Should be 35 to 70 words (140 to 280 
characters) 
• MC (Main Character) 
• PROBLEM 
• WHAT’S AT STAKE?  
• POSSIBLE RESOLUTION 
• USE APPROPRIATE #HASHTAGS (#PitMad #PB, #H, #C) – see list on Pitchwars.org/PitMad 
• ILLUSTRATIONS (If you are an illustrator or author/illustrator) One image best, but could 

use up to four (See pitch event guidelines) 
 
Here is one sample‘ HANDS-ON ’exercise you can use to practice crafting your pitch. 
Find more examples on the Pitchwars.org/Pitmad website: 

http://www.nadiasalomon.com/
https://writingcommunity.ca/
https://www.emmalombardauthor.com/post/twitter-pitch-party-calendar-for-2021
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● The “take action” pitch … 
● [Protagonist] in [a situation] must [take action] to solve [the problem]. 
● Example: Yanked into a gateway book that links the world’s great libraries, Gia finds that 

she’s a long-lost knight and must now stop a scorned wizard hell-bent on creating an 
apocalypse. 

OTHER RESOURCES AND PLACES TO PRACTICE PITCHING: 
● MockPit-  https://kyramnelson.com/mockpit/ 
● SCBWI – A lot of regions host events to help members hone their pitches 
● If you’re a member of 12x12 or Storyteller Academy – they offer sessions on practicing 

pitches 
● Critique Groups – if you’re a member of a critique group, ask your critique partners for 

help 
 
ONLINE TOOLS 

● Lettercount.com – similar to the review tool in Word – (Word Counting) 
● Scheduling Apps – Tweetdeck, Twuffer, HootSuite 
● For Comps – Google, GoodReads, Amazon, Barnes & Noble, Edelweiss.plus, Hoopla 

Digital, Online library, Publishers Weekly, etc. to find titles 
 
TIME TO PITCH! 

● Pitch contest rules vary, make sure you know what they are. 
Always review, learn, and follow guidelines of the Twitter Party you plan to pitch in. 
 
Be aware of Twitter’s Terms of Service – you could get flagged and not be allowed to pitch. Be 
sure to switch up your pitches and #hashtags, so that they are not duplicates of each other. 
 

● Put yourself out there so agents and editors can find you.  
● Keep your pitch succinct - 35 words or 140 characters, only go to the 280 max if 

you must.  Bottomline, just put your most attention-grabbing pitch out there in 
as little words possible. 

● I’ve found the best times to pitch during a contest are first thing in the morning, 
at lunch time, and about an hour before the event ends. 

● Don’t clog the feeds with too many pitches (spam) – I call it “Pitchspamming” 
● Space your tweets (pitches) 
● And this is a major NO-NO – DO NOT FAV anyone’s pitch – unless you are an 

agent or editor. Don’t be “THAT” person. Because, in the end it’s like punking 
someone into thinking they got a legitimate FAV, and it turns out to be you! And 
not the agent or editor they were hoping for. 

● Again, if you receive a FAV, be sure to research the agent or editor who liked 
your tweet before submitting.  

● Use Publishers Marketplace, SCBWI, MSWL, and the agent’s website as 
resources.  

● Have at least two or three additional polished manuscripts ready to go. Most 
agents and sometimes editors, request more samples of your writing. 

https://kyramnelson.com/mockpit/
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● No Fav, no problem – mingle and meet other writers online, practice pitching, 
and try again. 

● Keep writing, keep revising, and keep pitching. It only takes one FAV and a "Yes!" 
to kick start your authorship journey.    

 

How to Leave Room in Your Manuscript so 
the Illustrator Can WORK THEIR MAGIC 

(Minh Lê) 
 
When I was starting out as an author, the biggest hurdle for me was figuring out how to write a 
manuscript for a book that was told mostly through pictures. My challenge was that I am a 
visual storyteller, but sadly without the artistic skills to bring those visual stories to life. So how 
do you do convey that kind of story with only words in a manuscript? Here are some things that 
have helped me along the way and unlocked the spirit of collaboration that I think makes 
picture books so special. 
 

ACHIEVING PERFECTION: Sorry, I’m not here to tell you how to write a perfect 
manuscript (if such a thing even exists). But a quote that I always turn to when 
I’m writing is from Antoine de St. Exupéry, the author of The Little Prince. In his 
book Wind, Sand, and Stars, which is about the early days of flight, he talks 
about building a plane and he has this beautiful line: 
 

"Perfection is achieved, not when there is 
nothing more to add, but when there is nothing left to 

take away." 
 

I think of that whenever I sit down to write because writers are too often (understandably) 
focused on filling the blank page. But as you get to the end of the writing process, it’s not about 
adding the final piece, but about paring away anything that is not essential. Which is not to say 
that you have to be terse or remove EVERYTHING… but just make sure that everything in the 
manuscript is there for a reason. For me, the key to a good picture book manuscript is 
smoothing down anything unnecessary. If you make sure that your manuscript isn’t weighed 
down by unnecessary detail, you have a better chance of having the story soar in the hands of 
the illustrator… and for the book to really take flight. 

 
NOT MY BOOK, OUR BOOK: A lot of time people ask me if it’s weird to have someone else 
illustrate my book. And I always tell them that they’re framing the whole question wrong. 
Because it is not my book. That’s not how picture books work. I may have come up with the 
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idea for the story and put it down on paper, but it is not a book until the editor gets their hands 
on it and the illustrator breathes life into the words that the story becomes a book.  
 
It truly is a collaborative effort and I always I tell people that for every book that I’ve written, 
the final product is better and more visually marvelous than I could have possibly imagined, but 
at the same time it is still exactly the book I had in mind. That, to me, is the magic of picture 

books. 
 
ILLUSTRATION NOTES: There is no industry standard on how to use illustration 
notes. However, if you need to use them (FYI: it’s possible that you don’t), 
make sure you approach them with a light touch and a heavy dose of respect. 
The last thing you want to step on the illustrator’s toes. And because the 
author and illustrator typically to do not interact much during the process, the 
success of the book depends on two main things: (1) an awesome editor who 
can facilitate the process, and (2) leaving room in the manuscript for 

collaboration. As a writer, it is in your best interest to give the 
illustrator space to use their talents, so truly unlock the 
collaboration, the key for me is to leave as much space as possible 
for the illustrator to bring their own storytelling magic to the 
story. To illustrate this (pun intended), I’m going to give you a few 
examples from the books that I’ve worked on: 
 
Leave Room for Character Design: Nowhere in the illustration notes for Let Me Finish do I 
mention the main character’s physical description. I left that to the illustrator, Isabel Roxas, to 
determine. In fact, I didn’t even have a name for the character, but in coming up with the 
character design, Isabel ended up naming him Henry. As a general rule, I try not to provide any 
details on the character’s physical description unless there is something ESSENTIAL to the 

character that is important to the story. Knowing where to draw that line is 
important.  
 
Leave Room for the Illustrator to Tell Part of the Story: For The Perfect Seat, 
the manuscript was VERY slim. Almost exclusively a list of paired opposite (Too 
Big. Too Small, etc.). In my head it could have been something as simple as 
chairs on a blank page, but Gus Gordon used the leeway in the manuscript to 

turn it into the story into the adult and child spending a day together, which added such a 
welcome and lovely touch.  Lift is a story about a young girl who discovers a magic button that 
turns her closet into a magic elevator that takes her to different fantastical worlds. In the 
manuscript, I never specified what was on the other side of the door. I wanted to leave that to 
Dan Santat’s discretion so he could draw whatever fantastical worlds he wanted. This allowed 
us to meet halfway and, in both instances, collaborate through the manuscript. 
 
Leave Room for the Illustrator Bring Themselves to the Book: Drawn Together is based on my 
experience growing up as a Vietnamese American, so in the manuscript, the grandfather spoke 
Vietnamese. But I included a note in the manuscript saying that if Dan wanted to illustrate the 
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book from his perspective as a Thai American, that he should feel free to do so. In fact, it was 
what I was hoping he would do. When I first saw Dan’s fantastic artwork, it was clear that he 
had invested a lot of himself into the story (researching Thai characters and culture, enlisting 
his mom to write the Thai script). Leaving room for that level of personal investment allowed 
the book to reach new depths and new heights because it became a story that was intensely 
personal to both of us. 
 
 
When working on your manuscript, it can take effort to let go of some control of the story. But 
if you can let go and find ways to leave room for surprise and build in the opportunity to be 
amazed, the result may just take your breath away. Good 
luck!  —Minh 
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HOW TO STORY YOUR EVERYDAY LIFE AND BECOME AN IDEA GENERATOR 
By Naz Kutub 

Twitter: @nazkutub 
Instagram: @nazkutub 

Tiktok: @nazkutub_author 
Website: https://www.nazkutub.com 

Goodreads: https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/56226875-the-loophole 
(PS. Please sign up for my newsletter if you’d like a copy of the presentation sent to you) 

 
Tip: Try not to restrict yourself from imagining any outlandish or totally out-there new ideas, 
especially if you write contemporary or historical fiction. Let your brain expand, then rein your 
ideas in to what you’re more comfortable working on. 
 
What if… 
This is the most important question. Ever. Simply asking yourself this question, followed by a 
series of random thoughts coming from your own imagination can spark tons of ideas. 

Look at the picture collage, and try to match 2-3 random images to generate new ideas from. 
Eg. Black Swan + Camera = A black swan becomes a photographer, taking the pics of others 
because it’s too ashamed to look at itself. 

 
 
Old to New 
Use reverse comps: Take two old, more established ideas, and try to fuse them into a new one. 
Eg. Groundhog Day + Alien = Edge of Tomorrow!  

https://twitter.com/nazkutub
https://instagram.com/nazkutub
https://www.tiktok.com/@nazkutub_author
https://www.nazkutub.com/
https://www.goodreads.com/book/show/56226875-the-loophole
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Try it out with the Disney/Pixar collage 

 
 
Use 5-sec repitches: Gives you a new feeling of an old idea. 
Eg. Jaws (old), but Jaws in space = Alien! 

Try to repitch Mary Poppins, Wizard of Oz, Sherlock Holmes, or King Arthur into new ideas! 

 
 
The Mundane 
Real everyday life is boring, until you put a twist on it. 
Eg. Brushing your teeth, and with every stroke, your skull hears music 

Try it with the normal family moving in, until...when...but... 

 
 
You 
You are not boring. Try to think of fun twists that can bring your everyday life...to life.  
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Answer any of the following (to start with), and try to use all of the above methods - What if…, 
Reverse comps, 5-sec pitches - to craft new story ideas out of. 
 
Your job: 
 
 
 
 
A relationship: 
 
 
 
 
A life event: 

 
Thank you so much for attending. I hope you’ve enjoyed the presentation :) 
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SCBWI’s 50th Anniversary Conference:  
How to Earn Six-Figures Self-Publishing 
 
With Darcy Pattison – darcy@mimshouse.com 
MimsHouseBooks.com  
IndieKidsBooks.com – Blog with ongoing information about indie publishing for kids. 
Bit.ly/GingerbreadKickstarter – Kickstarter ending August 3, 2021 for THE PLAN FOR 
THE GINGERBREAD HOUSE. 
 
GETTING STARTED WITH SELF-PUBLISHING: YEAR ONE 
GOAL: Write, produce, and publish one great book. 
ESSENTIAL TASKS: Write a book. Copyedit the book. Commission and receive 
illustrations. Layout & design the book. Create accounts at selected POD services, 
upload files, write metadata (title, subtitle, description, keywords, author bio, illustrator 
bio). Publish! 
 
RECOMMENDED BUT OPTIONAL TASKS FOR YEAR ONE 

● Decide on business structure - LLC or other, DBA, Business Licenses 
● Set up bank accounts in business name.  
● Commission or create a logo. 
● Buy ISBN blocks. 
● Set up accounts at POD printers, ebook distributors, and educational 

distributors. 
● When books are available, submit books for consideration to targeted 

educational distributors, review journals, etc. Start your mailing list of 
reviewers now and plan to build it. 

● Set up basic online presence - website, ecommerce store, landing pages, etc.  
● Set up basic social media presence - establish accounts and start posting. 
● File copyright for Book 1. Make it a habit to file copyright in a timely way. 

 
RESOURCES for Year One – Read these blog articles from IndieKidsBooks.com 

● Printing Overseas v. POD https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/printing-overseas-
v-pod 

● Building a Lucrative Career https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/build-a-
lucrative-career 

● Print Ready Files https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/print-ready-files 
● Kindle ebooks for your Picture Books 

https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/kindle-ebooks-for-your-picture-books 
● The Glorious Failure of Book One https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/the-

glorious-failure-of-book-one 
● FORMAT: Hardcover, paperback, ebook or audiobook? 

https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/format-hardcover-paperback-ebook 
● IBPA Industry Standards Checklist - https://www.ibpa-

online.org/page/standards-checklist-download Download this checklist to follow 

https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/printing-overseas-v-pod
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/printing-overseas-v-pod
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/build-a-lucrative-career
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/build-a-lucrative-career
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/print-ready-files
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/kindle-ebooks-for-your-picture-books
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/the-glorious-failure-of-book-one
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/the-glorious-failure-of-book-one
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/format-hardcover-paperback-ebook
https://www.ibpa-online.org/page/standards-checklist-downloadD
https://www.ibpa-online.org/page/standards-checklist-downloadD
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as you format your print book elements: formatting the title page, half title page, 
copyright page, dedication, about the author and more. 

-- 
SELF-PUBLISHING YEARS TWO AND THREE 
GOALS: Stay afloat and build your brand by publishing more books. 
ESSENTIAL TASKS: Publish more books, but only books that will build your brand. 
RECOMMENDED BUT OPTIONAL TASKS FOR YEAR TWO: 

● Look at Year 1 accounting and set financial goals for the year. 
● Plan publishing schedule for next 2-3 years. 
● Plan and execute social media content. 
● Expand distribution partners. 
● Submit books to appropriate awards. 
● Learn to advertise with Amazon Advertising, Bookbubs, Facebook ads, Pinterest 

ads, or whatever advertising will work best for your titles. 
 

RECOMMENDED BUT OPTIONAL TASKS FOR YEAR THREE 
● Take a hard look at your successes and failures in the first two years. Readjust 

your publishing plans accordingly. Define and refine your brand. What will you 
be known for? 

● Follow your publishing schedule to write, edit and publish new titles. 
● Add new distributors. 
● Take classes as needed: layout, design, Indesign, advertising, craft of writing, 

etc. 
 
RESOURCES FOR YEARS TWO AND THREE 

● How to Write a Children’s Picture Book Online Video Course 
https://mimshouse.teachable.com/p/how-to-write-childrens-picture-book 

● How to sell to bookstores https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/how-to-sell-to-
bookstores 

● Marketing to schools https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/education-market 
● Indie Publishing: Learning to Trust Yourself Again 

https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/indie-publishing-learning-to-trust 
-- 
SELF PUBLISHING YEARS FOUR AND FIVE 
GOALS: Build on your backlist successes and refine your publishing program and brand 
to produce “best in class” books. 
ESSENTIAL GOALS: Write and publish books that fit your brand and goals. Narrow and 
focus your publishing program to reach certain audiences. 
RECOMMENDED BUT OPTIONAL GOALS–Expand your publishing program! 

● Write and publish a breakout book. 
● Write and publish an evergreen book. 
● Optimize your backlist marketing. 
● Add ebooks and audiobooks to your formats. 
● Focus marketing in one other country. Or on one other platform. Or find a 

foreign agent. 
● Create an online bookstore. 

 

https://mimshouse.teachable.com/p/how-to-write-childrens-picture-book
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/how-to-sell-to-bookstores
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/how-to-sell-to-bookstores
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/education-market
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/indie-publishing-learning-to-trust
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RESOURCES 
● Kickstarter Crowdfunding https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/kickstarter-

crowdfunding 
● CATALOGS: Great Marketing Tool https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/catalogs-

great-marketing-tool 
● What Will You Publish? https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/what-will-you-

publish-577 
● Competing with Mo Willems https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/competing-

with-mo-willems 
● How to Set up an Online Bookstore 

https://www.darcypattison.com/publishing/online-bookstore/ 
 
EXCLUSIVE INFORMATION FOR SCBWI 50TH VIRTUAL CONFERENCE 

1) Need help creating ebooks or audiobooks? BookBuddy provides a variety of 
production services including ebooks, audiobooks and translations.  - Email: 
info@bookbuddymedia.com  Website: www.bookbuddymedia.com 

2) For foreign rights, you can negotiate deals by yourself. However, some self-
publishers prefer to work with a foreign agent. Here are two which have had 
success with self-published books.  
Agencies: Montse Cortazar - agency@montsecortazar.com 
Asian markets – Rightol Agency, Nicole Shu -  nicole@rightol.cn 

3) For educational markets, contact educational distributors by sending review 
copies. Most distributors do NOT stock books; instead they will order from a 
publisher or from Ingram Wholesale when there’s an order.  When you contact 
them, you are asking them to include your book in their catalog. That availability 
is essential for educational sales! 

For Mackin Educational Resources (mackin.com) Contact: Amy Baum, 
amy.baum@mackin.com. Send full metadata, including information on 
ordering, description, title, subtitle, author(s), illustrator(s) ISBN, price, 
date of release, etc., along with a link to a review copy in a Dropbox or 
similar platform.  
 

  

https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/kickstarter-crowdfunding
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/kickstarter-crowdfunding
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/catalogs-great-marketing-tool
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/catalogs-great-marketing-tool
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/what-will-you-publish-577
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/what-will-you-publish-577
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/competing-with-mo-willems
https://www.indiekidsbooks.com/p/competing-with-mo-willems
mailto:info@bookbuddymedia.com
http://www.bookbuddymedia.com/
mailto:agency@montsecortazar.com
mailto:nicole@rightol.cn
mailto:amy.baum@mackin.com
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How to Break Out  
of the “BORING NONFICTION” Box 
www.HeatherL.Montgomery.com  

Mentor Texts 
Redwoods, by Jason Chin (Flash Point, 2009) 
Beavers (Superpower Field Guide), written by Rachel Poliquin, illustrated by Nicholas John Frith 
(HMH Books, 2018) 
Her Right Foot, written by Dave Eggers, illustrated by Shawn Harris (Chronicle Books, 2017) 
Fry Bread: A Native American Family Story, written by Kevin Noble Mallard, illustrated by Juana 
Martinez-Neal (Roaring Brook, 2019) 
The Right Word: Roget and His Thesaurus, written by Jen Bryant, illustrated by Melissa Sweet 
(Eerdmans, 2014) 
Pigskins to Paintbrushes: The Story of Football-playing Artist Ernie Barnes, by Don Tate (Abrams, 
2021) 
 
Break Your Mind Free 

● Read outside of your subject area 

● Read outside of your intended age level 

● Start a list of cognitive dissonance tricks 

Try This! 
● Compare your subject with something very different. List similarities. 

● Compare your subject with something very similar. List differences. 

● Think by analogy. Magnify one part of a larger object. Ask yourself over and over: 

o What does it look like? What else, what else, what else? 

o What does it remind me of? What else? What else? What else? 

o What does the  

color 
texture 
shape 

remind me of? 
o What kind of  

food 
sports equipment 
person 

does it remind me of? 
o What do those things remind you of? Why? 

http://www.the-private-eye.com/index.html 
 
Mind Maps 

● Use mind maps to physically re-arrange content. Try this on a piece of paper, digitally 

(https://www.mindmup.com/#storage), with post it notes.  Try this with actual objects.   

  

http://www.heatherl.montgomery.com/
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HOW TO BUILD ATMOSPHERE IN YA FANTASY 

Chloe Gong 

 

● Approaching anything in YA Fantasy comes with two aspects of consideration: 

○ The craft of that particular thing 

○ And how does it change when it is tailored specifically for YA fantasy and its 

genre conventions? 

 

What are we keeping in mind when it is YA Fantasy? 

 

● Paced “in the moment”  

○ YA is known for its emotional depth and character work, which comes with fast 

movement that always keeps you rooted with the narrative 

■ Compare this to fantasy for adults or literary fiction: there won’t be five 

chapters of backstory in Act 1 nor large expansive explanations about the 

worldbuilding that has nothing to do with the current conflict at hand 

 

● Who is the YA audience? Why does that audience pick up YA Fantasy? 

○ It has an obsessive, escapist quality that very little else compares to 

■ Some of the biggest fandoms that have emerged in recent years come out 

of YA Fantasy 

 

How does this relate to the issue of creating atmosphere and building the world? 

 

➔ Everything that relates to the world must feed into character work and emotional 

depth in order to adhere to what makes YA Fantasy good for the reader 

 

● Visual, audible, tangible descriptions: when you are flexing all those writerly muscles 

and describing beautiful images or delightful sounds—what is it that makes us care? 

How do these aspects of the world further feed our attachment to the characters and their 

stories? 
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Examples: 

■ Weaving in memories that are prompted by what a character sees 

● Memories = the character work 

● Visual descriptions = the worldbuilding + atmosphere 

■ Delving into their internal state as they train their hands along sensory 

observations 

● Inner life monologue = the character work 

● Sensory + touch descriptions = the worldbuilding + atmosphere 

 

● Even if the worldbuilding exists outside a character’s head (e.g. in omniscient narration) 

let them all feed back to these questions: 

 

○ How does this world detail affect the characters? 

■ Are these atmospheric details a danger to the characters? 

■ Are these atmospheric details indicative of a coming threat? 

■ Are these atmospheric details adding to the characters’ power? 

■ Do these atmospheric details construct future obstacles for the characters?   
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How to Smash Disability Tropes and Create Empowered Disabled Characters 
Summer Conference, 2021 Handout 

Karol Ruth Silverstein 
 
Presenter statement:  
 

It s my understanding that this year s faculty is the most diverse in SCBWI s history. It s an honor 
to represent the disability community on the national stage and to support this unprecedented 
group of presenters. It s my hope that this level of diversity becomes the norm for the SCBW. 
 
During #disabilitypridemonth, think twice before you make a cure part of your story. Disabled 

characters deserve to be stars, love interests, and best friends without being erased. There are 
many sides to disability, and one of them is pride. Please don't take that  
lightly.”   —Bethany Mangle via Twitter, July 3, 2021 
 
 
I want to live in a world where we don't have such low expectations of disabled people that we 

are congratulated for getting out of bed and remembering our own names in the morning.”  —
Stella Young, TED Talk, April 2014 
 
 
Recommended reading lists: 
 
Disability Visibility: 15 Books to Celebrate Disability Pride (New York Public Library) 
 

YA #ownvoices Disability Books (Book Riot) 
 

MG #ownvoices Disability Books (Book Riot) 
 
 
Essential reading/viewing on DISABILITY 
 
TED talk: Stella Young - I am not your inspiration, thank you very much 
 

The spoon Theory, But You Don’t Look Sick blog, Christine Miserandino 
 
 
Further reading/viewing on ABLEISM 
 
Here's Why Kindness Toward Disabled People is More Complicated Than You Think, Time 
magazine, Rebekah Taussig 
 

Ten Ableist Tropes to Jettison in 2021, Medium, Bitter Gertrude 
 

Finding Alternatives to Ableist Language, Medium, Frace Lapointe 
 

https://twitter.com/BethanyMangle
https://www.nypl.org/blog/2021/07/02/disability-visibility-books-celebrate-disability-pride
https://bookriot.com/ownvoices-ya-books-about-disability/
https://bookriot.com/middle-grade-novels-with-disabled-main-characters/
https://www.ted.com/talks/stella_young_i_m_not_your_inspiration_thank_you_very_much
https://butyoudontlooksick.com/articles/written-by-christine/the-spoon-theory/
https://time.com/5881597/disability-kindness/?fbclid=IwAR2rK5lSr_7jySvjOedO_Mw0IRbbhrVp3-vYdd_IEXqylMNAcxLT8YB1JQc
https://time.com/5881597/disability-kindness/?fbclid=IwAR2rK5lSr_7jySvjOedO_Mw0IRbbhrVp3-vYdd_IEXqylMNAcxLT8YB1JQc
https://bittergertrude-66916.medium.com/ten-ableist-tropes-to-jettison-in-2021-31d5a6cad2bb
https://gracelapointe.medium.com/finding-alternatives-to-ableist-language-627f86808103
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How Person-First Language Isolates Disabled People, The Journal Blog, Rose Iris Theodosia 
Elysium 
 

Ableist Tropes in Media that Need to be Retired, Rise.Realize.Redefine Blog, Zaha Baig 
 

5 Things I Want to See More of in Disabled YA Books, Paper Fury blog, C. G. Drews 
 

The Dangers of Mental Illness Twist in Mystery, Book Riot, Jamie Canaves 
 

Rain Is Not Wet: An Adventure in Internalized Ableism, WNDB blog, J. Albert Mann 
 

The Current State of Disability Representation in Children’s Books, Book Riot, Margaret 
Kingsbury 
 

Cr*pple Media – articles by young disabled writers 
 

Disability in Kidlit website – no longer updated but has lots of great archived posts; 
Of particular interest: Discussion: Disability Tropes in Kidlit 
 
Resources outside of the Kidlitosphere: 
 
Respectability organization has an in depth resources page. 
 

Inevitable Foundation is focused on disabled screenwriters but has had terrific panels with 
great info: Inevitable Foundation events (video archive) 
 

Think Tank for Equity & Inclusion’s Tips for Accurate Representation (Disability) 
 
#DisabilityTwitter – hashtags, threads and users to check out: 
 
Marieke Nijkamp’s thread: Disability rep in kidlit disabled readers want to see 
@WonderCripple, @Dishashtags, #disabilitytwitter, #EverydayAbleism, #ShitAbledPeopleSay  
 

www.karolruthsilverstein.com 
Twitter: @KRSilverstein, Instagram: @KRSilverstein2019, Facebook AuthorKarolRuthSilverstein 

 

 

 

  

https://blog.usejournal.com/how-person-first-language-isolates-disabled-people-61a681a4fac4
https://blog.usejournal.com/how-person-first-language-isolates-disabled-people-61a681a4fac4
https://theradius.eu/ableist-tropes-in-media-that-need-to-be-retired-and-why-they-became-so-common/
https://paperfury.com/5-things-i-want-more-disabled-ya-books/#comment-661467
https://bookriot.com/dangers-of-mental-illness-twist-in-mystery/
https://diversebooks.org/rain-is-not-wet-an-adventure-in-internalized-ableism/?fbclid=IwAR2tz0hlRsWxjBS7DHrRIoIUXrffhDqT30TNCQiHkrIp9pji5vNdyaNFYBo
https://bookriot.com/disability-representation-in-childrens-books/
https://bookriot.com/disability-representation-in-childrens-books/
https://cripplemedia.com/
http://disabilityinkidlit.com/
https://disabilityinkidlit.com/2013/07/25/discussion-4-disability-tropes/
https://www.respectability.org/
https://www.respectability.org/resources/
https://inevitable.foundation/
https://inevitable.foundation/events
https://www.writeinclusion.org/factsheets
https://static1.squarespace.com/static/5f8a09a4bd8bae2e8075da0b/t/5fac2fd31ef47e6e87ee97ab/1605119955763/TTIE_Factsheet_DisabledPeople_November2020.pdf
https://twitter.com/mariekeyn
https://twitter.com/mariekeyn/status/1402590713787846658
https://twitter.com/wonder_cripple
https://twitter.com/dishashtags?lang=en
http://www.karolruthsilverstein.com/
https://twitter.com/KRSilverstein
https://www.instagram.com/krsilverstein2019/
https://www.facebook.com/AuthorKarolRuthSilverstein
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SOCIAL MEDIA TIPS FOR ILLUSTRATORS 
by Debbie Ridpath Ohi 
 
More info about Debbie: DebbieOhi.com ~ Twitter: @inkyelbows ~ Instagram: @inkygirl (art), 
@inkyelbows (bookstagram) ~ Facebook: https://www.facebook.com/DebbieOhi/ 
 
Please note that I have an updated and extended version of this handout, with clickable links, 
for attendees: https://debbieohi.link/social-media-illustrators 
 
MOST IMPORTANT TAKEAWAYS: 
 
Your work needs to come first. 
There is no one right way to use social media. 
It’s not all about you. But it’s not all about them, either. 
You don’t need to be everywhere. Pick 1-2 social media platforms you enjoy the most. 
Authenticity is key. 
Remember that the Internet is FOREVER. 
 
Tips on protecting your art when posting online: 
 
Always include some kind of identifying info (your name, website) as part of the image.  
For photos of art, you can include a small scrap of paper or cardstock with handwritten info for a 
more casual / organic look. 
Debbie also uses the iWatermark app on her iPhone. 
 
Workshop exercise: 
 
Figuring out your goals will help you better focus your social media efforts and save you 
frustration/time. What are your long-term / short-term work goals? Never lose track of these. 
What are your social media goals? Make a list and then prioritize, choose top 1-2 to focus on. 
You can always tweak/change list later on. 
 
Suggestions for social media content: 
 
Sketches, studio, behind-the-scenes process peek, tools, books you’re reading. Don’t be afraid 
of posting about personal hobbies and obsessions (not just reading, writing and art) - you never 
know what might connect. Don’t just post art for Likes - remember your goals.  Make it easy for 
people to share your posts (and want to share). 
 
Networking takeaways: 
 
Key is authenticity. Build relationships with people you think are wonderful regardless of how 
“important” they are. Networking is more about “how can I help” than “what can I get?” Don’t 
stalk. Show genuine interest in people and their work, help boost their signal, show appreciation 
and spread good karma. Don’t expect instant results. Think of it as planting seeds: some will 
sprout, some won’t. DON’T wait until you get a contract before connecting with the community. 
When saying nice things about other people and their work, make sure you tag/mention them. 
 
Many editors, agents and art directors do notice if and how you interact with others online. 
Stay professional. Avoid posting in anger. 
 

http://debbieohi.com/
https://www.facebook.com/DebbieOhi/
https://debbieohi.link/social-media-illustrators
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Promotion takeaways: 
 
Avoid the hard sell. If you make an effort to support others and become part of the kidlit 
community, community members are more likely to want to help you. Fill out your profile. Think 
about including keywords that relate to you, your work and your goals. Joining forces with other 
kidlit people can help make promotion more fun and less intimidating. Loop in your publisher for 
possible joint promotion efforts in social media. Ditto for the author of the book you illustrated.  
 
Time management tips:  
 
Be aware of how much time you spend on social media and how you spend that time. Post art 
that will get you the work you want. Find ways to recycle and repackage posts.  
 
Notes re: some social media platforms for illustrators: 
 
Instagram: Visual focus, yay! Agents, art directors and editors tend to look at an illustrator’s IG 
for more recent art. Discoverability a challenge (use hashtags, make sure your IG is listed on 
your website). 
 
Facebook Business Page: Post interesting content, not just promo. Be wary of using your 
Personal FB Profile for solely business; if it violates FB’s TOS, your acct may get shut down. 
 
Twitter: Use curated public and private lists to narrow your focus, improve your experience. 
Debbie finds Twitter the best for connecting with educators and librarians. 
 
Tips from agents, art directors and editors (from my surveys): 
 
Make it easy to find your contact info! (This was the #1 piece of advice). 
 
Include enough biographical info to help an editor/art director know if you’d be a good fit for a 
project where that’s important to know. 
 
Update your feed consistently with new work, or updates on existing work. 
 
Avoid spamming editors, agents and art directors with messages! 
 
Have a well-organized website with lots of samples of work. Make sure your children’s book 
work is separate. 
 
Don’t be afraid to show your personality! “We want to see your work and get a sense of who you 
are, what you care about, what makes you laugh.” 
 
In your portfolio: show multiple characters (not just single portraits) and backgrounds, show how 
you draw people (esp. in action/movement).  
 
If you have multiple styles, have a section of your portfolio for each (line art, character 
illustration, covers etc) 
 
In the end, though, so much is subjective. Find a way of using social media that works for YOU. 
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**** More at https://debbieohi.link/social-media-illustrators 

  

https://debbieohi.link/social-media-illustrators
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HOW TO SUSTAIN A LONG CAREER 
DON TATE 
 
I’ve been in the children’s book business for thirty-plus years. I’ve witnessed illustrators 
who shoot to the top of the field and sustain long careers. And I’ve seen some simply 
disappear after one or two books. I’m thankful to have enjoyed many years in 
publishing. I’ve learned a few things along the way. Here are a few of those lessons:  
 
 
Versatility of styles can open doors 
Many illustrators work hard to develop one strong illustration style or look that they can 
be known for. If that works for them, great. But there’s absolutely nothing wrong with 
developing several styles. Having more to offer can also mean more opportunities to 
illustrate more kinds of stories. Don’t limit yourself. But also be honest with yourself. 
Each style must be strong, confident and marketable. Include only the best work, 
though. Don’t weigh your portfolio down with several mediocre styles. 
 
Versatility of use 
Don’t put all of your eggs into one basket. Children’s book illustration is great—but 
consider balancing it off by illustrating for newspapers, children’s magazines, or product 
licensing. When the book business is slow, other industries might be hot.  
 
Learn public speaking 
Polish off your public speaking skills. As the illustrator on a book project, your publisher 
will expect you to speak and promote your work. Don’t be blindsided by this. Take a 
class in public speaking. Join Toastmasters, a public speaking organization. Present at 
your child’s (or a nephew or nieces or neighbor’s) school. 
 
Community 
Become active in a creative community of illustrators or author-illustrators you respect 
and trust. Choose folks who are willing to be honest with you, colleagues who want to 
see you succeed, and who are your biggest cheerleaders. 
 
Try your hand at writing 
A lot of illustrators freak out at the idea of writing. But again, it’s about being versatile in 
order to welcome more opportunities—and therefore more money! As an author-
illustrator, you won’t have to split royalties with the author. Your advances are likely to 
be better. And you will get all marketing attention that normally goes to the author.  
 
Take care of you! 
In order to enjoy a long career, you’ll need to take care of yourself—self care. 
Stressful deadlines, the pressure to perform, promote, social network, can cause 
burnout. Find a way to relax. Take care of your hands. Exercise. Get a massage. 
Meditate. Whatever works for you.   
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HOW TO COLLABORATE (AND STILL REMAIN FRIENDS) 
Cece Bell and Tom Angleberger (Still Friends) 
 
TYPES OF COLLABORATION 
• CO-WRITERS 
• AUTHOR and ILLUSTRATOR 
• CO-CREATORS: Story created by both/work handled by one. 
• AUTHOR and EDITOR: Some editors do more than just edit. 
• OTHER TYPES 
 
WHY COLLABORATE? 
• It’s FUN. 
• Two heads can be better than one. 
• A collaborator’s strengths may be your weaknesses, and vice versa. 
• A collaborator can ease your book fatigue, get you out of a rut and guide you towards a new 

groove. 
• The end result has the potential to be amazing: something neither of you would have or could 

have written on your own. 
 
BEFORE COLLABORATING, ASK YOURSELVES THESE QUESTIONS 
• CONTROL: Can you handle losing full control of your process…or full control of the story 

itself? 
• EGO: Are you ready for HALF the glory? Or even less than half? 
• PRECIOUS IDEAS: Are you really willing to share your very best ideas? Your most personal 

ideas? 
• FRUSTRATION: Can you handle the frustrations that come with things that could derail the 

process? 
• COMMITMENT: Are you both equally committed to a joyful pursuit of a great story? 
 
YOU’VE ANSWERED YES TO ALL THESE QUESTIONS! But before you get started on that joyful 
pursuit, agree on some practical matters so your collaboration—and your friendship—are not 
doomed. 
• THE BIG STUFF 

• MONEY, RIGHTS, OWNERSHIP OF IDEAS, CHARACTERS: It’s not always as simple as a 
50/50 split! 

• CREDIT: How will your names appear on the cover? How will the cover explain each 
person’s contribution? 

• TABOOS – Are there things one partner simply will not accept, i.e. violence, sexism? Are 
there things they do not want to write about or draw? 

• COMMUNICATION 
• IN-PERSON: Pros: Easy and fun back and forth discussion in real time. Cons: Distractions 

from real life, so consider meeting in a neutral place. 
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• PHONE/ZOOM CALLS: Pros: Easy and fun back and forth discussion in real time. Cons: 
Time spent off-topic can sap story progress. Story talk can also ramble on with little 
progress. 

• EMAILS: Pros: Provides a written record for easy reference. Cons: May generate TOO 
MUCH written record. An important email might be skimmed, misunderstood, missed. 

• COMBINATION: Maybe in person meetings for the big vision questions and emails for 
hashing out the details? Or vice versa? It can take some experimenting. 

 
• WORKFLOW 
(A good workflow will give you each a chance to build on each other’s work. Ideally, by the end 
you may no longer think of any part of it is as “my work” or “their work.”) 

• SIMULTANEOUS: A story is born, hashed out, written on the spot! (Only in the movies?) 
• BACK AND FORTH: Emailing a .doc file back and forth until a book happens. 
• DIVIDING UP THE LABOR: You’ve collaborated on the vision, but now you each 

complete certain tasks. (I.e., one writes, one draws; one outlines, one fleshes out.) 
• DEADLINES: Do you want to set deadlines or be flexible? 

• THE WRITING PROCESS 
• OUTLINE or GO WITH THE FLOW: You may not like to outline when working solo, but 

find it saves the day when collaborating. 
• FIRST DRAFT STANDARDS: Do you prefer an anything goes first-draft, edited or 

rewritten later? Or do you keep the first draft under tight control so fewer big changes 
are needed? 

• REVISION: How much are you willing to revise? Who does it? Are you willing to let 
THEM kill YOUR darlings? 

• HAVE A PLAN IN PLACE IN CASE YOU JUST CAN’T AGREE 
• What will happen if the collaboration does get derailed? Do the characters survive? Can 

one person finish the book on their own, or is it off-limits to both forever? 
 
HANDLING DISAGREEMENTS 
• PUNT: Unless it is a HUGE plot point, agree to solve it later. 
• ASK A THIRD PARTY: Objective outside input can get you both back on track. 
• TRUST YOUR COLLABORATOR: This is their book, too. Maybe they’re right. Or maybe you’ll 

always (secretly) disagree, but it’s something you can let go, and that the reader will 
forgive…or more likely, never notice. 

 
 
REMEMBER THE THREE Ps: 
• Be PUNCTUAL 

• Respond in a timely manner to phone calls and emails. 
• Respect deadlines, and your collaborator’s time. 
• When it’s time to play, play. But when it’s time to work, work. 

• Be POLITE 
• Keep your ego in check. 
• Don’t step on each other’s toes. 
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• Apologize when necessary. 
• Don’t be bossy. Say, “What happens next?” Not, “Here’s what happens next.” 

• Be POSITIVE 
• Give positive feedback before you get into any criticism. 
• Pick up the slack when your collaborator is overwhelmed or fatigued. 
• Listen to, encourage, and support your collaborator. 

 
FINALLY: THE FRIENDSHIP IS ALWAYS MORE IMPORTANT THAN THE BOOK! If the book is not 
working, let it go. But if it IS working, YAY! You’ll have an unforgettable shared experience and 
an incredible story that wouldn’t have existed without both of you. 
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SCBWI Summer Conference 2021 
Handout 
Lisa Yee 

 
HOW TO CREATE AN OUTLINE  

IN THREE EASY STEPS 
 
What is an outline? 
An outline is merely a road map to help you get where you are going. I like to say 
that if I was driving from LA to New York, we’d get there eventually, but take a lot 
of side trips.  
 
Your outline reminds you of where you began, what’s might happen along the 
way, and where you end up. 
 
Do I really need an outline? 
No. No, you don’t need an outline. However, it doesn’t hurt to have one, and in 
most cases, it helps. 
 
So, what are the THREE EASY STEPS? 
It's simple, really. Beginning. Middle. End.  
Let's use pigs as an example . . .  
 
STEP ONE (also known as Act 1 or Part 1) 
Beginning - getting started 
(Three pigs want to build houses.) 
 
STEP TWO (also known as Act 2 or Part 2) 
Middle - the problem arises  
(Pigs build different houses . . . but Wolf threatens the pigs.) 
 
STEP THREE (also known as Act 3 or Part 3) 
End - action and resolution 
(Pigs battle the wolf and win.) 
 
Now you can replace pigs with your ow protagonist(s)/antagonist(s), problems, 
and resolution. 
 
Okay, so say you are writing something more complicated. You can still use the 
three-step outline — only expand it.  
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For example: 
- Add three main milestones in each section 
- Keep adding as you go along 
- Use your outline as a resource 
 
What if I don't know everything that should go in my outline? Can I leave parts 
blank? 
 
YOU DO NOT HAVE TO HAVE A FINISHED OUTLINE TO GET STARTED WRITING 
- Think of your outline as a working document— something that you can add to 
and/or change 
- An outline is merely a guide 
- It can be a repository for your notes and ideas  
- Ask yourself, "Does this idea go in the beginning, middle or end?" Then insert 
that thought where it most likely fits in your outline - knowing that as you write, 
you can move it 
 
Can an outline help me visualize? How? 
YES! And math! Math matters. You can play with the percentages but know this 
— the BEGINNING is the shortest since it’s the set up for your story. The MIDDLE 
is the longest, since so much stuff is happening here. The END is shorter than the 
middle since it’s where the conflict meets a resolution.  
 
EXAMPLE: 
Beginning = 25% 
Middle = 45% 
End = 30% 
(You can/should play around with these figures.) 
 
Say you're writing a 40,000-word middle grade novel. It would look like this . . . 
Beginning = 10,000 words 
Middle = 18,000 words 
End = 12,000 
 
That's outlining in three simple steps. Please keep in mind, this is only a 
guideline for you to get started -- your outline can be anything that works for you.  
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SAMPLE OUTLINE 
 
Beginning:  
- Introduce the characters 
- The setting/world 
- Grab attention 
- Raise questions - what is want/needed 
 
 
Middle:  
- Action - plot is put into motion  
- Issues that need to be solved/addressed come to forefront 
- Inciting action 
- The problem is magnified  
- Peril 
 
 
End:  
- Everything comes into play 
- All lose ends come together to weave strong story 
- Climax or turning point 
- Resolution 
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How to Research and Illustrate for Nonfiction 
Presented by John Rocco  
 
 

WHY ILLUSTRATE NONFICTION?  
-To clarify a subject. An illustration allows the creator to remove extraneous details that are not 
necessary as well as control what and how to show a subject.  

 -Historical books that deal with an event or people at a time before photography.  
 -Content that will need diagrams, or cutaways to further explain a subject.  

-Having all the imagery created by one illustrator will ensure a continuity of information, opposed 
to a cobbled mixture of photos, diagrams and other graphics. 
-Simple graphs, charts and diagrams can confuse and overwhelm most readers, thus, illustrations 
overall, can drive home your story in a more interesting and palatable way for a broader 
audience.  

 
 

TYPES OF NONFICTION BOOKS FOR CHILDREN* 
 -Traditional nonfiction- Overview of a topic using clear straightforward language.  
 -Browse-able nonfiction- Heavily illustrated with short blocks of text 
 -Narrative nonfiction- Tells a story or conveys an experience 
 -Expository nonfiction- Narrowly-focused topics presented in creative ways 
 -Active nonfiction- Interactive books, field guides, projects or experiments.  
 
*for more information about the different types of nonfiction see Melissa Stewarts article: 

https://www.readingrockets.org/article/five-kinds-stem-themed-nonfiction-books-kids 
 

 
BECOME AN EXPERT ON YOUR TOPIC 
As a creator of a nonfiction book, you must add something new to the topic; a new way to look at it, a new 
way the information is organized, a fresh perspective. “We are not here to do what has already been 
done.” –Robert Henri, The Art Spirit 
 

RESEARCHING NONFICTION 
Rule of 3- find at least three credible sources to validate information! 
 
SOURCES OF LOW CREDIBILITY 
Internet- A great place to start, but a horrible place to finish 
Wikipedia- is NOT a credible source. But using the sources the article cites may lead to some credible 
information.  
Website- remember, anyone can publish anything on a website, so any information you glean from a 
website must be checked against other credible sources.  
Google Images- If you are looking for reference, make sure you dive deeper than whatever might come 
up on an online image search, as those will be the most common, known images of that subject or 
person.  
 
 
SOURCES OF HIGH CREDIBILITY 
Historical Documents- Found at libraries, universities, museums and archives. 
Primary Sources- First hand accounts from the people who had a direct connection with it. Newspaper 
reports* by reporters who witnessed an event or who quote people who did.  Speeches, diaries, letters 
and interviews. Photographs, video, or audio that capture an event.  
Secondary Sources- One step removed from primary. They cover the same topic, but add a layer of 
interpretation or analysis. Most books about a topic. Scholarly or other articles. Documentaries.  
 

https://www.readingrockets.org/article/five-kinds-stem-themed-nonfiction-books-kids
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*Ensure you’re using trusted and reliable news sources, i.e. Associated Press, Washington Post, NY Times…etc..  

 
 
 

ILLUSTRATING NONFICTION 
 
HISTORICAL ACCURACY- If your book takes place during a specific time period, make sure you have 
researched that time period for accuracy. Historical photos and documentary footage are a good place to 
start.  If your book takes place before 1850, (before most photography) make sure your sources are 
reliable. Fashion, signage, architecture, household items…everything, has to reflect the time period and 
location of your subject.  If your book takes place before 1927, and you’ve illustrated a television in 
someone’s home…you have NOT done your research.  
 
SCIENTIFIC ACCURACY- Getting the details right is critical. Double and triple-check your information.  
 
LOCATION ACCURACY- If your book takes place in a certain location, and you have the means to go 
there—do it! The experience of actually being in the place you are illustrating is invaluable and will reveal 
things that you might not get from photos or video. Find out the flora, fauna, architecture, and any other 
details that are specific to that place. Keep in mind that someone who has been there, or lives there will 
see your book.  
 
VETTING YOUR WORK- It’s critical that you find experts on your topic that can review your work for 
accuracy. Remember they are doing you a HUGE favor by finding your mistakes. Shower them with 
gratitude, free books, lunch…etc.  Depending on your subject, these experts can be scholars, other 
reputable authors who have covered the same material, or people who have had first-hand experience 
with the event, person or place that is your subject.  
 
KEEP A RECORD OF YOUR SOURCES- Whether or not you will have a sources section in the back 
matter of your book, keep track of where and when you collected the information/reference you used. 
This will come in handy when you have to verify your work.  
 
 
A FINAL WORD ON CREATING NONFICTION BOOKS- Remember you are adding to the historical 
record of a certain topic. This is a huge responsibility.  Not only does your work need to be accurate and 
clear, but extremely well researched.  There are a myriad of ways to illustrate a nonfiction topic, so make 
sure your approach is the most appropriate for clarity, as well as making it aesthetically pleasing. It is 
important that your work sheds new light on a topic and presents the ideas in a new and interesting way. 
Otherwise, what is the point?  
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How to Give Your Animals Character 
Jessixa Bagley 

 
Animals as characters 
Using animals vs humans for the characters in a picture book serve different purposes. They 
affect the tone and often can change the impact of a story or how it’s read. The level to which 
you anthropomorphize your animals also affects the tone of the story. It’s important to know 
how much of your animal needs to be “human.” Whether writing and/or illustrating, choosing 
to use animals in your picture books carefully. You might want them to reflect themes from the 
story directly or indirectly- or not at all! And be sure to do your research that the animals you 
chose are not connected to supporting racial or cultural stereotypes. 
 
How to Stylize your Animals: 

1. Start with real reference (If they are going to be more “human” in essence, be sure to 
look up your animal “standing up” so you can get an idea of how their body would look 
upright) 

2. Draw it realistic first (so you are familiar with their anatomy) 
3. Pinpoint the main physical attributes of that animal and make sure you include those in 

your representation. 
4. Play around with proportions and where you can simplify the features 
5. Bring in attributes of their character into their appearance (ex: Putting them in a 

baseball hat all the time because they are sporty or maybe they wear a three-piece suit 
to show they are fancy.) 

6. If you are stuck for how to stylize them, look up cartoon versions of your animals to get 
inspired. Look where they simplify and take artistic liberties vs technical accuracy 

 
And remember, pants or no pants, animals can be a fun and effective voice to tell a story 
through! 
 
Some Recommended Books Featuring Animals 

• Books by Liz Wong: Quackers, Goose Egg 
• Books by Mike Curato: Little Elliot series and Worm Loves Worm 
• Books by Elizabeth Rose Stanton: Henny, Peddles, Cowie 
• Professional Crocodile by Giovana Zoboli Illustrated by Mariachara Giorgio 
• Du Iz Tak? By Carson Ellis 
• The Lion & the Mouse by Jerry Pinkey 
• Gaston by Kelly Dipuchio Illustrated by Christian Robinson 
• The Friend Ship by Kate Yeh Illustrated by Chuck Groenink 
• Books by Akiko Miyakoshi: A Way Home in the Night, I Dream of a Journey, The Tea 

Party in the Woods  
• And Tango Makes Three by Justin Richardson and Peter Parnell Illustrated by Henry Cole 
• Mr. Tiger Goes Wild by Peter Brown 
• Bunnybear Written by Andrea J. Loney Illustrated by Carmen Saldaña  
• The Rough Patch by Brian Lies 
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• Sylvester and the Magic Pebble by William Steig 
• Wolf in the Snow by Mathew Cordell 
• Busytown books by Richard Scarry 
• Beatrix Potter’s entire library! 
• Jessixa Bagley books: Boats For Papa, Before I Leave, Laundry Day, Daisy, Vincent Comes 

Home by Jessixa Bagley and Aaron Bagley, Curious Encounters by Ben Clanton Illustrated 
by Jessixa Bagley 
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